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News Briefs
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INTERNATIONAL

United Nations: The United Nations celebrated its50u anmversary this
ftm n
8 iflg
Trctfc. with dignirarin tv1 N4f "fn
oo tbe UN building in New York. Issues discussed included the financial
problems of the UN, tbe problems of peacekeeping, and tbe important
contributions tbe UN has made to tbe third world.
BooJaWasfciagton: President Clinton aiidRiissianPresidentBorisYeltsu
agreed to allow up to 2000 Russian troops to cany out support functions in
Bosian. Tbe troops would be separate from a NATO led farce. Tbe peace
Air Force
talks between Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia. stWright-Pstterso- n
so President Yehsin can
base in Dayton, Ohio, have been delayed for a
speak to those leaders. There is hope the talks will lead to a settlement that
win be enforced by 60 JD00 NATO troops.

NATIONAL
Washiagtonl: Accordirj to a correal CBStic York Times poll, the
public does not bclicvr
their tax cats or

1, and rejects tie
othepct2ccr--tr-ckr- -i
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The third rear of the bus was over tbe
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Campz:06tmcil takes
HILARY TEYNOR
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andprWacViesvedwithtbe

distribution of student's social security anmbers. DonneQ Wyche
97 brought the matter to the forefront. He cited tbe Viewpoints article by Benjamin Wachs 96 in test
week's Voice and the College's alleged violation of the Buckley
Amendment m his discussion. The
BocleyAiaerjdment stipulates that
any institution receiving federal
funding cannot release iuforjnauon
from private recci ds. Counc il talked
about Wachs plan to bring a dass
action suit against toe Conrge and
ways of preventing this. "A dass
action sost coald do damage so the
OoQegs and conJd pot as in a very
awkward position. said EatOy

private information is avail- -

lis ami a

mus-be-n.

Council's other business fncrndcd
inembaihip review. The corrcriro-tio- n
states thatevery third yearooon-c- il
should assess its representation,
and council unanimously voted to
create a commmcc to review stu- Another order of business
the allocation of foods to
campus organizations. Snyder proposed that council should ask ft
more money from too trustee i bc-, "Campos Council is the ap- m-vot- ved

tofheCoI-we appSed S3 flic school.
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ActmgPrrsidcrsR.w.wi. ! I ImIcs
gave a talk at the International Sta-fjfnff AyfyiW7ninflfTWPdnK?S-day night. ISA functions as a sop-po- rt
and program group for intema-tion- al
students as well as American
students. It exists to give the hner-- "
natinnal commnnity on campus a
grounding and a forum for educat- -

and fffofrhiiii

Andy

the oCQcUCoOege site. Wyche described the "beauty of the web" as
the abOky to easily Enk (Efferent
to add a Enk to

dal

rSddpageoathe
This struck a sarninraous
nbersofcot
aftnanrid

it
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does not use outlmrslikeotherwrit-er- s.
For him, the characters are in
control; having an outline would
mean the author was in control. He
said, "Part ofJwng a writer is to
trust thatwhen you tap into the blank
space, someone is there. And hat
they have something that you want
to hear Being a writer means one
is willing to Tshutnp and let others
do the talking he saii ia Enxwcr to

aqoestionadre3gjnr
and answer period. , '
At one point..Dorr:T
that writing is a lot r- flying. "You can do it r
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ingmoderafadfori
beoer if it challenges you to. widen
your borizoca," Hales emphasized.
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Hales
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There are many programs and ef-- said he "would first uss l
fomon the part of the College 10. toincseaaerMsabricsr'
seek international students and to i ulty.add iwemyfaRY 1
build a field house for octiocr
make them comfortable.. The Colarid re-lege of Wooater has an Admissions
Kauke." ILestaid
successfully compete with
we
officer whose sole job is to work that
with, and to provide college coon- - schools which have larger endow- -'
fHnj for tiiiwpiwal ftpin, In menu because faculty and staff at
addition to efforts is admlitionsT Wuoster wotkVwncisungiawf?
tbe College employs a Deanacj for the students and college.
Finally. Hales addressed qoestions
Assistant Dean of Students for
from students. One student asked
Student Affairs.
In addition to addressing the in- about the ranking of the College of
News and World
ternational community. Hales sbov Wooster ia
xplainedand dariSed the ainiiisr"5
rmrtmA hi
for
native system of the CcCsTfcS
CoDege is run by tbe BoaTdofTrcs " cessofevaluataaathem
employs when
ees. The Trustees of our CoHege ; which the
.have given onwards of rweatyHE3cif- - rankhcofJegesllP
million do&ars combined.' Thaeaj
dowment for a private liberal arts
coDege is nsuaSy higher than that. ? Hales says, is scenrsiq rf yosv ctOy

pendent aaoffkial College of
Wooater web page. According to
cover all the

n

languageHewentontosaythathe
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dents of ISA, Shannon Eiby and
Ainer Malik, had origmally invited
Susanne Woods 10 speak, to the
group. When Woods declined the
position. Acting President Hales
took theofXer instead. Hales talk
spanned a wide variety of topics
whidi ranged from his humble beginnings as a "southern California
surfer boy" to the iuauoational sts
dent popolatajB oa this carnpas. l3s)
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decided to postpone
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The final
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them sod sea them to the black market in order to atake fake credit
cards. Wyche also said flat he hopes
that a similar breach of security win
at tbe future. Jna Morris
: in the
area of law enforcement to empha
size the amount of ktkt aiation
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answered, !"fi is not iny problem to
deal, witJi language,: it's ; my
character's problem, to deal with

.

On Wednesday. October 25th,
Michad DorrU continued the forum
series, talking about an issue many
writers face: To Whom it May
Concern: Imagining the Perfect
Reader? For Dorris, the author is
not really a part of the story and
should strive to become invisible.
Dorris believes s story is a conver-satibetween tbe character and the rrisown storytoleQ ifgiven thechaoce.
reader. To fflum zts his poiil oo this Dorris gives characters a chance to
a ncd . talk to the reader; (he character talks
issue. Dorris read a
beisaaTerxJywrLir.
frroush him. Ifc explained that he v
iwrjtatheDmrxrsorrasif
This novel. CI ' Cl- - '
seqod to his Cra I .. .1 . w.
Ji persca is taSdng to adear friend
Rqft in Blue Wc:' ; ':'r 7
..'
t: te undrntoodT
DcxTis t
taOxd about bow be v
1 Tr;
straggle of r- Through his rend
ri's. Spring by answering a qocs-- .
C
I
ca he said many critics have about
Dorris showed
iLs way be deals with language, he
between the ch

maXmmI a4
Trustees, wycne sseatjonea
mat
ss w

i

foanntnee to JuvtiuV

of these

with ppMf jBPoq

Dorris explained some of his rea-sons for writing. He explained that
he grew up in a family wsh-tw- o
grandmothers, three aunts, and a
nxrher.Hespentagreat deal ofrime
listening to these women talk of
how they were misunderstood in
their lives, and said that his purpose
in writing is to "give a voice to the
misperceived or the understated.''
According to Dorm, each person hat

KATHLEEN PERRY
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Over Article

...tit'--

.irespect those who called me up and
talked to me about kV I have no

:

During dinner lastFriday, several

the incident and how the victim was

j

JAMES KOLLER

Teynor, Assistant News
Editor for The Voice, and another

f

woman were coming from the
maUroom when they' saw the paper
being taken. They approached the
bins and Teynors companion took
a paper from one of the protesters.
Teynor. and her friend were told the
women who was attacked was upset
about the article and the paper was
being removed to protest that she
had not been contacted for comment. Teynor "didn't think to take
any kind of action, like grabbing the
papers, because she didn't want to
start any kind of confrontation."
They continued on K dinner, where
the second witness readme article in
question. She "just saw it as a report something students need to
know about on this campus, especially women. It's important for
the" newspaper to call attention to

,

not consulted before the article was
wrinen." Rupert responded. The
fact that the victim's upset really
does distress mevJ had no intention
of harming thispersoo in any wayw

Ox

respect for those who would censor
a twelve page newspaper because
they disagree with the views on one
quarter of one page. It is censorship
of what I have written and it is censorship of everything else in that

students removed approximately
1.200 copies of The Wooster Voice
from its distribution bin in Lowry
Center. They took the papers put
side and Threw tbem away in the
trash cans located in front of the
building. Two other Wooster students witnessed the removal of the
papers. The impetus for mis action
was an article, printed in that issue
of The Voice, covering an attack on
campus that occurred during Fall
Break. Aaron Rupert, News Editor
for the paper and the article's an--'
thxr,had already received two phone
calls that afternoon protesting its
publication. Voice Editor Todd
Lewis was contacted and he called
both Campus Security and the
Wooster Police.
Thereportmg police officer spoke
with the offenders, who "said they
did not like bow the article described .

.

-

Trustee
Committees
Meet

i

'11

y.

fZ.

"Yon can change the

world"

ft
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photo by ERIC BAKKEN

bnt not like this

that..

She thinks restriction of
information is not the way to go
about fighting something.'' As a student, Teynor "was outraged at this
form of protest She feels it wasa
rash act and she doesn't think the
offenders thought about the consequences of it and the damages involved.' As Assistant News Editor,

she says, "I don't think we made a
breach of ethics. I think it was our
motive to protect the victim and not
to cause any more harm to her."
Bom witnesses said they would have
been more sympathetic to a less destructive form of protest; Teynor

please see TRASHED, page 5

Suits and ties roamed Wooster's
campus this past weekend, as the
college's biannual Trustee committee meetings were held. Over twenty
committees met in the three days,
while members were in town to debate Wooster's future. Wooster students were invited to sit in on five of
the Trustee committees. Some were
highly active in the discussions,
while others just observed. The importance of distributing the financial resources so that the College
would benefit most ran throughout
the discussions as a common thread.
The meetings coincided with (he
opening of the new Flo K. Gault
Library for Independent Study. The
Development Committee used the
opening to illustrate bow a major
project should be approached. Student Representative Kate Youther
'97 stated that the committee felt,
"thtt was how this kind of thing
,

(developing projects) should be
done." She aiso said there were

Flo K. Gault iibray Dedicated

plans for renovating the Severance
Art Building in the near future.
to a related role, the Buildings
and Grounds Committee discussed
ways to improve existing programs
at the college. Two examples given
by Student Representative Jason

Efts 2Jffobaivii?So1
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Flo K. Gault library for Independent Study took place on Saturday.
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water-proofin-

McGaw Chapel.
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structiontf ;tbe new addition, in- - "
eluding' trustees representatives of '
ctherimrfefsity ;brartea;s library--
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water-proofin-
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anerwmcnaocracatorywUresswa
given r EdwardG. HoOey, Kc
Kenan
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brary Scieoce1 EinqituS Unhrer
siry of Norm Carolina. Honey was
introduced by Director of Libraries
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ies requirement because, "intra
classes are loo large," according to

Gaohv the son of Stanley and Flo the Flo K. Gault Library. Hales
Oaolt, began the dedication cer- stated, "Again we are adding to
a former presides of the American becoaKincteimportanUn me years emony, aMCf which Acting Presi- the teachers among us, to the safety
ofourcoOection,and tothe stimulus
dent R. StankaHalesgaveopening
iMiuiili.'He'beganrby so easing me for its continuing growths- - We give
shape to and a physical symbol
itself for the dedication. importance of the l2hrary in educacatherin& Goo? J
st&ei
iwnunwttviiR.i
conviction mat; as we the
ancient
accounts
its
giving
tion,
of
SSrarlan,
ofthe
AJte.witfettfBirftMrtJne
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te
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faculty
Beginnings, and proceeded to
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nevacneas major mteresm Bempower out students
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we
do
pecollege's
me
history
recau
the
of
those sabfrctt wtlrh
s scafig job (students wia
starting
points for the true
find
gifts
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to
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of
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feglliesightof
fac
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one
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Stephen M.Foote.onerry.Dean,
constnaaion debris had pre- - Shields Andrews which had gone
about wt
ulty. and to reacn decisions
,Rogers
and Partners, the architects
and
construction
Ebrary
towards
toe freM.wneMX :Kfebuilding, men proceeded
new
the
mat,
out
pointed
of
Hales
CttipDtSSBC
give, a short commentary on their
single
gift
largest
to
orjee
again,
"the
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2nd
floor.and
eralediaafionlejTQa
received up to mat time," was being
iof the new adding ;,
ate leaininftimi of
please see LIBRARY, page S
. used toconstruct anew library. With
AninvocanonbyOiristophcrC.
study. Said be, "In me process of
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According to

Mycoff, "They see me program advancing as far as they can afford."
The Trustees hope to see Ethernet
added to several other dorms by
next fall. As fcrMcGaw.it desperg.
Presately need of
ently, buckets catch the water that
leaks through the porous roof. "They
(Trustees) thought it was an eyesore."Mycoff said the numbers are,
"just starting to consider their options."
McGaw was the source of debate
on another committee, Religious
Dhnensions. The Trustees are
the rehgkxis stud-

im-provem-

ent.

Student Representative liana

Brownstein 9&V Brownstein's introductory religion class, for example, has over 50 students in it.

Since one of the lures of a small
college is small classes, mis is a
cowma n for Trances. Also at issue
was a student proposal to set op a
sacred space of observance tor students. "One of me biggest concerns
is there is no sacred space for students on campus," noted
Brownstein. McGaw was listed as a
possible site for such a' space, but
was rejected by the committee. Fi-please see TRUSTEES, page 5
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Meditation Campus,
Lectures on feUqn-- Ministers
hits contemplative
period
uvdat

Middletone Steps Into Bookstore
MEGHAN FLAHERTY
As of October 16th tbe Florence
Ol Wilson Bookstore win be under
tbe new management of Jacqueline
S. Middleton. Middleton succeeds
Edward J. Ronser who managed the
bookstore since 1983. and passed
away in July of 1994 after a lonf
Middleton has managed the Campus Center Bookstore since 1986,
and was the assistant manager ia
chargeof purchasing MoorUnkxi
College in Alliance. For the past
three years Middleton has been an
acthe member of the National
of College Stores (NACS)
serving on several NACS committees. Presently Middleton chain the
NACS Smaller Stores Committee.
Middleton also belongs to the NaAs-sodat- ioa
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AARON MOORE
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Mr. Bill Singelis spoke this
Wednesday on the uses and benefits
of contemplative prayer. Tbe lec
ture was another of the Lay Academy series.'.
As be began his presentation,
Singelis asked if anyone in the audi-exx-x
!
ever meditjfed. describing contemplative prayrr as meditation, and
photo by KAKJUB
be seemed surprised at the amount
JaeqweBac Middleton flanked by books
of people who had.
He continued by discussing his
It costs S8S.75 and an addition $48. ing back and the selling of used
for tbe answer manual. At other books Middleton explained that the own religious past. Singelis men
school bookstores sack as FoCet's Wilson Bookstore buys back the tioned mat he has been on the spiriBookstore at Ohio University the books at 50 of the current (new) tual path for approximately thirty
set of books, both tbe text and the selling price and then resells them years, spending time bothasaHindu
answer manual, costs $74.65. At back to the students ata50 markup. Monk and a follower of a Russian
Ohio State the text and solution key This money is then used to defray 1 myso He then re&Biied to Ite Chriscosts $10030. One reason for the the freight cost of shipping books to tian path ia 1983.
Singelis rpoke of bow prayer is a
price difference is that both of these Wooster. Our bookstore also works
with God" and how
"relationship
with
used
books
to
wholesales
order
than
larger
are
much
schools
Wooster and the bookstores may no longer ia use at other colleges but thatrelatiottshipbMverymuch simihave been given a price break far soil used at Wooster. The cost of lar; to one with a wife or friend."
ordering in bulk. Middleton said shipping these books to Wooster Singelis mentioned mat there were
can be up to 15 of die book's cost, fotirstepstobe followed while praying.
made and to do anything (she) can to and as Middleton assures, the bookTo beam with one must choose a
aOow the smrtmis id have a price store is a business and must "at least
sacred, wont, Singelis. jtffercd ,uv
breafc"Middlettal reaffirmed rhe DfcTaJC CTCII.
many examples of sacred words
bookstore's "need to pass along the
complied with the help of News (God.Jesns,Father,Mother.sacnce,
best possible pricing to the students.
peace) and explained that the sacred
Services
When confronted about the buy
word did not necessarily have to be
of religious context. Then "one must
srt in a comfenable position, yet not
too comfortable," for one does not
want to doze off while praying. The
advises the body on par
Tbe meeting contained some
third step actually takes place dur
bySGA
developments. inoA of which liamentary procedure.The
ing prayer if one becomes aware of
were in committee reports. The Selaws state that the Parliamentarian
curity committee is discussing the win chair tbe SGA meeting. Since outside thoughts, one should gently
attack on a student during fall break. there u no parliamentarian, Durham return to one's sacred. word. Finally, in the fourth step one should
The Educational Policy committee chairs the SGA meetings.
sit in silence for a couple of minutes
memDurham, like many other
is working on bringing Wooster's
bers of SGA, was in Chicago par- to aBow one's body to return to the
Mayoral candidates to speak on camnatural environment.
ticipating ia the Model United Napus. The Constitution comminre
Singelis also noted the five differ- ,
tions program this week.- Senator
that they believe thatlhePresi-type of thoughts: ordinary, reac
eat
would-be
James Hervey chaired tbe
dent pro ttniprrtwiflchaaraineeong
insight, self realization, and
tion,
meeting
Wednesday
me
on
the
Whole.
and
of the Commiaee of
the unloading of unconscious
The debate about who win chair a meeting on Thursday.
meeting of the Committee of the
Senator James Hervey,' while thoughts.
Jodi Butter 99 stated that she
happy about the job Durham has
Whole is indicative of many probfound
the presentation " very
with
having
doing
projecting
SGA's
in
Senators
are
been
lems some
while Elissa Irish 99
image, is upset that, "she debates
Durham as president. "I am pleased
liked how he ended with
she"
with President Durham's ability to while she is chair of the meeting."
worrying whether
prayer
without
a
"Every year I have been in SGA."
represent SGA and the student
object
or not." .
would
people
Weaver,
Senate
has
"the
said
not
Andrew
body." said Senator
Weaver."however certain activities teea allowed to be a Senate. 1 don't
want it to happen again."
in which she has no constitutional
authority are disruptive to the func-tio- a
of the SGA." Weaver cited the
fact that, while Durham has been
chairing tbe meetings of the SGA,
OpenJVloq
Best bagels &
she still is participating in debate.
Weaver, and a few other senators
cappucino in
Sat until.
believe that the chair should be im. town!
10:0aPM4
....

tional Association of Education
Bayers, the Ohio College Association Purchasing Council and the
Educational and Institutional Coop-

erative Service Inc.

Win this background, Middleton
hopes to make some changes m the
Bookstore. She plans to enhance
fly? ipppc k.' tk1. the cfcwhfr'g area,
and the pumhfr of general reference
books. The library win now carry
and stock computer soft ware.
It has been noted that the prices at

the boot More lead to vary tmsa the
prices as other boot Mores. One example is the McMorry Organic
Ckadstrj book ased by anorganic
chemistry stndents here at Wooster.
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Ineffectually the Issue at SGA
AARON RUPERT

im-port- ant

SO A has had a particularly harsh
week, as a Modd U.N. trip, a first
year forum , and various Greekrushes
made it impossible for them to have
a quorum on Wednesday, and then
to just meet the requirement of 15
Senators on Thursday .
According to the SGA constitution. Article 4. Section 1, "There
win be a regularly scheduled saeet-m- g
of the Student Senate and cabinet. Each will meet at least once per
week. A5 quorum is necessary for
a meeting to be held.'' This goal was
not met on Wednesday, where only
14 of the 15 Senators needed showed
up for the meeting. Many were
ex-cos-

ed

witi AabocscCtbotsci
futnri
were also missing without excuse.
A Suggested reasonjbr this absence,
according to Senate membersJames
Hervey and Andrew Weaver, was
the First Year Forum that was being
held mat night. Eleven of the Senate
' members are first years.
Since the constitution requires a
meeting, quorum was attempted
again on Thursday. Fifteen senators
were at Lowry at 7:10. when the
meeting was called to order. Eight

senators were absent without

ex-

cuse. No cabinet members were
present.
V
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FLAHERTY

A committee consisting: of Linda
Barbu. Doag Drushal,. Peter

Havholra. Jeffrey Hanna, Vivian
Hojliday and Sarah Sanderson '98
has formed to search for a new
campus minister to replace Barbara Battin who left this falL The
Dean of Students, Ken Plusquellec,
wUl chair the committee, Three
committee members were chosen
as representatives of Westminster,
three were .chosen, as representatives from the faculty commiaee.
Tbe committee is looking for a
person who would provide pastoral counseling as well as supervise
the Wooster Volunteer Network
(WVNX theologian visits, and the
Acaonryrrfif! minister would
also support actions of the Dean of
Students. Unlike Battin, the cam
pus minister will not be the Asso
ciate Pastor of Westminster Pres- will
bytenaa Cawcbaad
therefore
.
;

Iy
1

caai

a

The Campus Minister woold par

ticipate with various religious
groups by working closely with
the uterfaith CounseL It is also

Important to Jmd a person who
would respond to those, religions
that do not have representatives on
campus because they would need
extra support. At this point the many applica
tions are still being read. Although
there is not specific date set for the
announcement, there should be a
decision
Stated Sanderson,"we have just
begun the long process of reading
tbe manytlioceses. Itis a long task
but ad exciting one." Barbn echoed this statement and added th&t
there are "some candidates that
sound very interesting." :

g."

men-tion- ed

THE SHACK

partial and not participate in debate.
This impartiality leads into the
fact that Durham has not appointed
a Parliamentarian, a position described in the SGA constitution. The
constitution states that the Parlia- -

Ask about'
The Shack Coffee Clab
.

The Shack Mug Club
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262-966-
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Bird Beliaviorist Excites Audience
AARON VEtrff5

trying Jadefccmirje
bird hi?
mihwK HIpwuL-natural mbm
fly when Emigrated, Herjerformed
the experiment by trapping a bird in

TEn.tlJacW

Stephen
ScbminaaYrcIessirjof BW
tumoral Biology in the Section of
Neurobiology ani Beftav&f

Unistees Hales teUs
!

Jj .j cf a

able to detennine the best type
mmiiiIim

w

f m flulini T-

, "ftsbbd isVvery good

meteorolo-Gool- d

gist. The bud reads the wind really

.acajfiwirJtanJnkblom

Page 5

then

Continued from page 3
naUy, the Trustees discussed finding a new campus minister. However, mere were no decisions made,
and the issue will be brought up next
spring.
Important to all students at one
time or another is the admissions
policy. Sarah Sanderson 98 sat in
on the committee and said that no
major changes in policy for 96-9- 7
will be made, as the number of scholarships win remain the same. There
were some interesting numbers circulated at the meeting, though. "A
family has to make something like
$110,000 to receive no financial
aid." These figures are based on two
working parents and two children.

die bottom, so that when the bird able to detennine not only wnatsea- Coroefl UsrVcrnryi d&fcccd a Jec-- tried to climb out the funnel to fly : sons the birds migrate in. but what
tore entitled. The Excitement and off. it left foot mats on the sides of types of weather as welL Thismfor-matio- n
the UtiLty-o- J Being a
the funneLThe experiment was
is used to avoid bird related
1
'
Abitf-- cessful because the bird left foot plane crashes.
toriunv Emfca; prxsetrtationt Was. marks on one side of the funnel in a
Finally. Dr. Emlen also talked
thefourmm Woostcx'sPelicanLec- - large duster, mriirafing that me bird about a type of bird called the bee
tare Series. Dr. Emien, a nationally kriew exactly where it wanted to fly. eater in Kenya. Emlen spenta great
renowned and respected aBtafarity Dr.Emlenalso talked aboat another, deal of time observing these birds in
onbmlsjuvltbeirbehavior.andwas
successful nrperinmwhk birds the field. The birds were monogapubliAedinr'SbostAfasTimev
mous, family oriented, helped to
werecagedmaolanetarhnn.andthe
Newsweek.': Reader's Digest, add ' researchers determined that "birds raise other family members, and
Disco.EnjIeilsreeerchnaSats could istaoy information" to
livedmacolonywithalarge amount
tenmnewbicb direction to fly.
ofinteraction. They were very much
emis concluded mat birds learn like the basic human family. Dr.
mkicjo
taries.1 ftaal
pattenconflguratwnscstars. . Emlen concluded as a result of these Approximately 15 of Wooster
Dr. fieh'spech began w6h
AnotherexperiinemtraclKdbirds experiments that "families are the families fall into this category.
f
with small radios attached to
shonbaclsroimafl&eaYeei
pinnacles of cooperation,'' and
The Finance Committee held the
beckgttjdBdTliis
back jo determine jf birds, in this "when a family has been broken
College's financial status in a more
EmlerTaladspoUbrrenyaBdDttJi ' cast tiie ,thnted. swallows, did apart, it cannot be fixed up easily". critical light. Student Representaimporfafloe-6- ?
esearcn,atij;gr'e fly inspecial inigratory patterns. In This lecture was attended not only tive John McClaren 96 reported
the'aft)Eetf sclent we a todays thheaejrnentjheresearchmwere
by Biology majors, but also by many that the upcoming budget was passed
isbase'offlheVefsearCn'ofyeswr ' lucl.eoougli tause NA5 A rocket people from the town.
with significant losses expected to
a uimjoj
day."
,
The rrgparch- frf
. accrue. Low expected student enrxmtetaletf abbutrns early jers concluded mat birds did fly in compiled with the help of News rollment, as well as a below average
expermsuia'fefMiaWsttKlenf'' ccrdirftctifsii.andfhm they were Service
endowmentwere taken into account
in the projection. According to
Nacubo, a research firm cited in the
iAycJ.
meeting, "endowments only cover
'.J'.i
11 of our expenses," while other
This,
schools average
continued from page 3
continued from page 3
coupled with a cost increase of 2
message
sending
would
sign
suggested
placing
that
above
be
a
the
the
design and its constracjtna, De- bin stating their disagreement or the Voice condones this action." He over inflation, is a cause for-- con
difficulty, however, cern, ThU past year, the coUego
IwtttiftwrW&toBitia
trasy find
professkm,' be saMjjgglMoCaaiiabrt
'in prosecuting, as the protesters ac-- gained 3."42 in revenues this past
ways itycnanieir menigwwr aspi
year due to an abnormal increase in
prop- - . Don has been classified as criminal
testSbefeltMtbedestructionof
rations of culture for a community.
mischief. The Ohio Revised Code the maturity of some mutual funds.
upon
Voice
infringed
erty
The
Fbote also! called artention to interThe committee also discussed ways
defines criminal mischief as an
esting details in and of the addition. staff's rights and the rights of all
to cut miscellaneous spending, askso
informa-privilege
to do
?tbont
to get t!
''
thebailding
knowingly move, deface, dam- -' ing that the different departments
to
was ftf yi cammed tocVatebutw 'fpmdncanipmseeinsto
look into ways tocurb expenditures.
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evenif students aren't in
Words of appreciation, were men'
support
the article itself. Liz
of
voiced by John C Johnston, Jr.
Leathers
not m tavor of the
6,was
of Friends of the Library,
appearance in last week's
article's
Emily & Durham96, Presidentof
Student GoMornmert ;Assrxiarion; Voicr. "TTbe victim should have
Raymond G McCall,r Virginia been contacted, point blank. It's as
'wfth dus,

--

nt

'38,-Preside-

Myers ProfessorofEnghsh andPro-fesso- rf
Theatre, and ubrary director Hickey, Hickey gave his grauV
tnde to those involved in the Iftrary.
construction and organization es-

;

simple as Rupert calling her up and
saying, I m aware you might not
want to make a comment, but there

age, destroy, or otherwise improperly
tamper with the property of another"
(ORC, 2909.07A.1X Because The
Voice is free to the college community, establishing its status as "the
property of another" may not be
Rupert feels it may be feasible,
though, to argue that the paper does
indeed belong to the student body
the people for whom it is produced.
pos-sib- le.

Tbequestiondoesremain,though,
win be an article." As to the action
taken against The Voice, she said, why didn'tRupert contact the attack
victim? He says he "didn't want to
pecially librarians and staff of the "It might not have been a logical
open
underwas
it up for her again" because he
certainly
reaction,
it
but
ljbraryywJiflf Duihamespi eased her,
recognized the traumatic and awkstandable."
thanks for "the gnrof education."
ward nature of her position be felt
Hor Miller 99, was not as saluAfter a speech recognizing the
immature
no need to exacerbate her situation.
very
was
a
and
"T
tary:
limany donors contributing to the
illogical way of dealing with their For him, the Campus Alert and pubbrary by President Bales. theGaults.
anger. ":It didn't do any good- -.
lic police record were enough inforthemselves took to tbepodium. Mrs.
objecfeirthe
with which to write the story .
mation
article'
was
She
"very
Gault reaffirmed the value of a lib--:
Rupert says, "I understand the vie- -.
relatively
impersonal.
It
and
tive
eraleducatkm,statmgthat,mawcrkl
dm and protestm' viewsu's defifocus on the people involved
of fkkmecjriesi t isjccfltfoiiing didn't
nitely something I will take into
as
the
action
itself."
much
as
toknwiMhataiibeValarttdegee'at
was at dinner while
Wooster emphasizes, in the minds, . Todd Lewis
thrown out He. to the article itself. "It was a strong
was
being
paper
the
of its STOofatsTTnore 6sfingt endur-- j Contacted the authorities and
plans piece of news. It was something the
ing themes, nWuaC&i'of cburage,!
studembodyneededtolmcrw.Though
in
press
court
both
charges,
to
jastmercyiborjotfaim andtove, tawghthecoIlege'sJudkBoanLand the methods may or may not have '
- 3
these win not change.- -'
Lewis says, "Vandalism is not a been questionable, it was an imporOanlr echoed his wife's sentiproper avenue for expressing dis-- tant news story and I stand by it."
ments, and be ended thededication
I find this unaccept- by thanking the college and those satisfacnon.
compiled with the help of the
ableand am forced to makeclear,by
tolerPolice Department and
will
Wooster
be
not
legal
that
it
action,
i ' : SuPatrolman Michael Martin
- Were I not to prosecute it
ated.
Tours of the library,' guided by
student employees, followed.

Studem participation ranged from

being the Center of a discussion to
filling in as extra observing bodies.
Brownstein said that "they (Trustees) had me built into their agenda."
Mycoff thought the Building and
Grounds Committee was "pretty interested" in what he had to say. Stan
Gault, along with the other members of the Development Committee, personally introduced himself
toYouther. McClaren 's role in the
Finance Committee was less significant, as he "was expected to listen."
Since admissions does not affect current students greatly, Sanderson just
observed the proceedings in the
Policy Comminee.
Ad-missio-

what he'd
do with
$40M
continued from page 2

other question addressed the methods by which the College chooses
which countries to visit for the purpose of seeking international students to apply to the College of
Wooster. Hales elaborated on the
criteria for choosing countries. "It
depends largely on the return they
have received in the past, or on the
expected return from countries not
yet visited," be explained. One barrier. Hales stated, is that all students
who choose to apply to Wooster
must have a working vocabulary in
English because "the College simply does not have the resources to
teach remedial classes."
Student reaction to Hales' talk
was positive. Many students in at-

tendance were pleased because
Hales was so personal, so willing to
tell the students anything about himself. "He was really speaking to the
audience, addressing their concerns
and interests," expressed one student. .Abdullah Boshnaq from Pal
estine thought "the talk was interesting because I don't know president Hales. I got to know him on a
personal level, not just as the acting
president." Karen Klopp, Assistant
Dean of Students for International
Student Affairs found the talk very
rewarding. "It was excellent;" she
said, "I was impressed with the depth
of the students' questions."
The International Students Asso-

ciation holds meetings every
Wednesday evening at 9:30 PM in
Babcock lounge. Erby stressed that
"everyone on campus is welcome.
The ratio at the moment is about
fifty-fiftAmerican students to International Students." Events coming up are International Week, No- a Haunted House nip
vember
to Akron, a Ceili in December, and
a number of discussions and speakers in the next few months.
y,
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Give your feedback on the

Wooster Voice
Stop by the Publications Committee meeting
in the Lowry Pit during lunch (12 noon)

on Thursday, November 2

to trqil comments andor suggestions

Your opinion counts!
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Insight
Wooster Vandals
Need a
'ash-TMung-

--

Les-

"

son in Dialogue

jvJo OSTER

The incident list Friday s in which the Voice issues setottfcr the stodent
body were thrown into the trash in protest of our treatment of an issue (fill

inujmiovtny b)wiamTycvk3asKXoldbiiymdalm. Whatever
point these brazen protesters were trying to make ultimately backfired

'

'I

sZirt

embarassingly.Mthwereconscqn

..l

L

FOOTBALL

'

IN

I

A

A'

and addressing the maner in the most ineffective manner conceivable.
If and when a student his a problem won anything said or done in The
Wooster Voice, the best and most mfhrntial method of combating the issue
is to write a letter to the editor. This win accomplish numerous goals. It win
cause those at the Voice wuh whom one disagrees 10 intelligently question
their possible wrongdoing. It will bring the problem to the arvnfion of the
fellow students and it win involve us all in the kind of rational and
intelligent discourse that oar newspaper attempts to foster.
Those who decided to throw our paper in the garbage last week apparently do not believe ninicfligm conversation, rational,
or the freedom of the press. They instead chose petty vandalism and
censorship as a means of addressing their concerns.
The result? The campus did not bear the sound of intelligent discourse
last Friday. All we heard was the sound of student protesters shooting
themselves in the foot.
"--

"-

mmm mm

TTERS

More "Trustee Tears" shed for students
Last week the College of Woosier had me acute pleasure of welcoming
the Board of Trustees back for their
slum. During this happy
perkxL for tlx information of those 1600 or so students txxiimtedio meet
I am offended. I have been stereowith them, the Trustees make themselves available lo the student body. .
.
a
rypca
uanmy.
juivc
occa
raucr
They do this in order to reassure us that they care and support us during the
330-oddays when they are not here and cannot be reached without special" characterized as a hedonist, "who
permission. It is, needless to say. a great comfort to students, who participaies in drunken orgies on a
sometimes think that just because the Trustees cordon off part of the regular basis, drinks profuse quanti- ties of alcohol, and, in my drunken
i m order to avon mmglaig with as while they eat. that they don t

Greeks: We aren't who you think weanv1.5
.r3'M ami i.f.ci

bi-ann-ual

d

stupor, destroys my luxurious dormkory in which I am so fortunate to
live. I also "perpetuate a mentally
and physically destructive life-ty-le
-

Doubtless many of the trustees do care. Unfortunately, their actions (or
lack thereof) are such that the students can never telL The Trustees have
yet to issue a statement to the student body (as opposed to our parents and
the faculty) explaining their behavior in the Suzanne Woods debacle, nor
have they expressed any concern, as a body,about tense campus issues such
as security, minority amition,or tuition increases. Given such quietude on
their part, is it any wonder students get the impression, possibly true, that
the Trustees are more concerned wim dedicating a library than addressing
the concerns of those who check out the books?
At the same time, those students lucky enough to ever meet with the
Trustees out to be more forceful in their expression of student concerns.
Last weeks meeting of the S Indent Concerns Trustee committee was a sad
example of student organizations happily justifying their own existences
rather than arrirnl .Tring student concerns. Tins trend must stop, as one tends
to wonder: even if the Trustees did decide to listen, would we be saying
anything?
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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cess. (If an unsuitable number of
Greeks choose to live together during room draw, they can be moved)
Just think That might mean, YOU
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Jill is working late at the Alumni Center. Her friendJack
nsnaDy walks her home, but tnnight Jack cap'tmakek. She
thinks about calling Security, but doesn't want lo watt.
-1
7T
TT only have to get to Stevenson,

1
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for jrourse4fYpu,keep more, in, a
bubble thananyof us do. my.friend.
Come, mectutho .Greeks aadcome
wit aa optat mmd CoDe.ant-t- o

criticize aridmefHineearn
appTeciatti?3brae&!
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College security needs tigiiierung
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EricBattaa

nilitrijajEtlir:

others company. Why destroy something that brings such enjoyment to
a decent percentage of our College?
Only toi iiuka it
liMutkryn Itf pi.
a
tea!QQB
AfcbbfS-t&Ben; riteybol&emoQt'bf
your Douglass shell to a place where
social life is not a program which
you sign up for. Yon develop ideas

nWagainedeSSonp

infbr-matio-

To4d Gaahaaa Lawk

d

when he suggested that Oreekorga- nizations be disbanded on campus,
If this was the case, then the Hous- ing office could no kjrhjv discrimi- -

that weakens the overall social
framework of the college. Please; (BEwouWbatoUveiaBismian
next time you see me, scrape me orArmlngtoawherewettenjedli
from m front of the toilet near which suffer yearly . and I would have a
I crouch puking, and remove the ax chance at a posh Luce suitel Really,
from my hand so I do no more harm. you should be glad that we stayiri
Seriously now, we all have ideas of our sections so you can :have the
who the members of each group are;
we all stereotype. When you actuYour little erumo about ourconi- ally go out and meet people though,
munity service being. bni? spa; o?
as SOME of os actually do, you find ikiuc io nine penmo a mKironng
that Greeks, the same as non Greeks too I think that all of the people
(I cannot believe I have to say this), who's lives have been saved by the
are people. They are not made of blood obtained at our blood drives
some mystery alcohol absorbent would have a slighdy duTerenthrp'r
slovenly staff, but, are actually just
regular humans. Perhaps you should
I never thcaght I'd join frater
n;
sit for this next Kttfc lid bit of
mty. I thought they were oMnkmg
AH Greeks do not drink! No. dubs where you paidtohre friend.
kidding! Want names?
I thought wrong; 1 have found a

fov
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of foeiKlMytJQ
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ODin USWalfi srtninks.'hereshcqldn'tbeany

problems.'
Jill confidently gatherers ber belongings together and
heads out the doer. She walks quickly across campus,
cautiously avoiding dark areas and bushes. Although she
looks around frequently, she doesn't notice the stranger
untfl be is suddenly right before her. He reaches forber, but
luckily Jill remembers the
course she took a
self-defen-

se

.

few years back. She screens theqelyowsto
stoinach. Before hecaaoMcah
the nearestbufldpig. Wbenshejcaphe4bdoi,she
calmly calls Security and vows never joraft alone
again in the dark. v- , JKy s li;5,-,;Jfl
Althoeg!). JiH is a fictional snKjenythis, situation
could be very real. Security problc aronthe rise.
Whether Jus is due to an increased nunxber ofpeople
reporting incidents, or if the occuonnceibeinselves
are on the rise is hard to determine. It doesn'treally
matter; either way. the College is developing an
See SECURITY page 7
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Contracts and the Scots Key

Pace 7

As a stodem leader who loves his their minds. The alternative b a
ccJlegevIdecideuttrwouldprob
group
awy Deffie oqiy peewd orcampos 7 thaf can be as sexist, racist, or big- -

sitae secret?
Wiaf
that
Information parents

Jonathan

of us have received, Wooster is an

might want

non-fund- ed

otedasitwant. Which do yon want?
handle the chartering
SeitzJfrefeadv . process? v. Bow.
He can you keep stu
dents more cofmected to adminis
nwthapeoeiJon'Uinderstondthe tration, while at the same time givimporianofjhe Sett's Key; where ing them the freedom that the curelse
thgbfiliane' of rent charteringprocess (advisorcon-Woos&fs'best ftfinds displayed in tract and all) steals away? I would
soch tf articulate and interesting trust flat roost reliable document.
wayTjln my opinion, it is at ieasfds- - the Scot's Key. However, if

According to the literature most

Jd!

educational institution. According
to the Merriam Webster Collegiate

Dictionary, the word "Educate"
means to a) "develop mentally,
morally, or aesthetically esp. by in--

ee

c-yWa-

Coun-interestingastheStndenl-

Orga

tionMatBeBylawoftheCol- - ers,t!anIwooldsiiggestthatatable
lege oTWoosandJt might even ., be put np in Lowry daring the first
staodonpBfwtbetHanatookof ' woekof schooL There would be a
sheetwiththeiianieofrbeorganiza-Itf- s
Selected College Icicles.''
disappointing to realize how " tioai, hues for the affkm and advi-w- e
have all igaorcd college policy. " sor, and a simple statemeni saying
I an reminded of the prophet that theleadersmp agrees to fbuow
Jeremiah, vho witnessed how the me Code of Social Responsibility
peor had turned from nfe law and and encourage its membership to do
wept. I fear the same has happened the same. Any student leader could
sign her or his name to the sheet.
fat Wooster. .'
Thishaa sefTOfd most stiiXing to 'The president, captain, or whatever
me favlhe way J which we have could write down who the advisor is
forgotten the little things. For in- .
jnijarin Since I believe
stance, did yon know that we the it is impossible for some groups to
srodemi. have the right to recall find an advisor,! would suggest that
Campus Council members? Not counc il help them find an advisor or
only do most hi"tf not know, en erupt them flout the requirement,
they don't care;mfactTKst Of themt . Owofmy critics told me that the
arealreadmg this ankle,' Oh well new chaining policy did not come
opinion-- gomg around out of nowhere. Fusny. Tin on the
There
mat Campus Council should stop Voice and it new came my way. If
those groups that want to violate Council had read their Scot's Key
civil rights and take away our civil (Rights and Responsibilities: Cam-p- us
liberties; so dr. however. I only see
Council Meniorandum, point
they
onegrojycBcanipnsthjtfalimiring
IY,Proccdures, page fifty-on- e)
must JmcwTTbe secretary, under
lieveihatCouacil'sjobisnottokick
the guidance of the' Chairperson,
bad groups off of campus; it is to shall submit to The Voice any ded-sio- ns
deemed relevant to the camcharier them. gAryan Nation comes
Hiis leaves us
to Wooster. so be it. But I would pus community.
want them to admit everyone on with two options: 1. They consider
campot thtf sfnrrrttrlt " I would the advisor contract irrelevant, like
want them' knoV that tiiey rcnt (he rest of the campus, or 2. they
allowed to burn crosses in the Quad, haven't had their Scots' Key review
not just becaoseit's moraQy stupid, session with their advisor, Stanton
but because it violates the rule Hales. On, I also found it amusing
that Campus Council and the PresiJtsBSopctt firrs fioood oft.
thirty-sevdent meet only when one of them
of toe Scot's Key..-would want them to chant $a unlet, wants to Maybe someday, the rest
bftfanye yopfttirr .don ftavy a nofle of Woosaers students sod faculty
policy (pageStt Aiidl would want win bo gianJed that right. "
them to Jean more about their
Wooster students. Andl would
JamathanSein is m eottmmistfor
pray tsststunetaey wouiacsanse
.-
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Benjamin Wachs

to pro
vide with information: INFORM."
Thus Wooster, acxratiing to the information given to us, ought to be
developing its students, mentally,
morally or aesthetically (and why
not aQ three?) as weU as providing
fhfttn with fafCTrrMtt?Pi
In most instances. I am willing to
cede thepoincWeceriainly have an
educating faculty. Ask them
yon want, and even if they
don't know. theyH tell you. The
staff here are dedicated and practical: I would be willing to say that
they educate by example. Even some
arty-thi- ng

of
catembch senses of the word. The
problem trunf 1. alas, when one
reaches the higher levels of the
thetnid-leveladiiiiMistfaa-edo

ad-DU&tstfSt-

police were around. On the Ameri- campus, where K'
caaiJaifersity
i'nmz
atsashb
a way, I find this ironic,as I am. staved durins die szxinz. camous
rxnriry seemed to lurk around ev- -'
tetanies to Waoster after a
cry .comer.

n

r'n3n

talot;
extremerv

PestheproIifeartion6fseca- -

asfepa&ibpjisisl
fous

place to be,

.

-

riiAniericanrteMtaffryprogran
regularly. Either a campus security
officer or the police gave students
safety tips and brought inionnative

Vice-Presiden-

theu-parent-

I renamed tri Wcoster. Ofcio thatl tUet dmnnt
1

nne

self-deiena-

e.

We were also encouraged to attend
classes the University

In Washington, the polkx are eW
'At least once a day I offered.
, Although I didn't attend one of
would Sear, some type of sam
classes, I began to
whether k was an ambnlanm, fire the
truck or those saviors in blue, I do wish I had when I decided to stay in
not kno. The poutt is. though, that D.C for the summer. Sincel would
in D.C yo were aware that me be staying alone, instead of with a
self-defen-

se

erywfaere.1

self-defen-

se

ts,

s,

1

policy, namely, the trustees. You
write out the letter, and are prepared
to send it when, to your surprise,
you suddenly discover that, while
their names are listed, their addresses
are not. "We can't have students
pestering the trustees at aD hours of
the day." is the message I have received during the several times that
I have tried to get their addresses
(through official channels). Perhaps the administration would give
out the trustees addresses to parents,
bat this vAwld not ariMunt to intelligent policy so much as hypocrisy. Is
it unreasonable to ask that an educational institution, which we are paying to attend, should make available
to us those who ultimately decide
ednrational policy? Oris it the
College's position that questions
are appropriate only in the
class-Voo-

m?

Asanewspapereditorlcan
say with absolute certainty that, ad-- m
inlsuation's Messing or not. education does go on beyond a
time slot
It is uxrforumale that the Trustees
can'tbe reached for comment (and,
to be fair, die College claims 10
forward correspondence to them.
But the only time a Trustee has ever
actually addressed myouestioiii.aa
a student or a reporter, was die time
I didn't go through the CoDtge,
found Jack Dowd's phone number
myself, and called him), because
they could teB us a lot of interesting
things. They could, for example,
have the College tell us how much
of a commission the College makes
off of our phone bills. They are,
after aD, our phone bills: we're
being charged even more money to
support the College. But they wont
leU us how much it is. because they
won't let us see the contract they
negotiated for us with Sprint. It is,
they wfll tell us, OUR contract with
Sprint. When students had problems wimSprint(and they are STILL
9-9--30

having problems with Sprint), the
College tells us to work it out
because they're not involved.,
Yet, despite being uninvorved. they
won't let us see the contract they
negotiated with Sprint on our behalf, because it's "privileged information." In fact, when I requested
to speak with the College's lawyers
about the legality of the Contract,
the College wouldn't even tell me
who they were! My family and I
spend 2(Vxld thousand dollarsayear
to come here, but are not even entitled to know who the College's
legal representation is?
In essence, the College Administration is running a monopo! on
information. The set up is. one has
toadmh,admirabte forte very eta
pah: they sign a contract on our
behalf which they won't let its see,
our-selv-es,

possibly negeotiated by lawyers
whose names they wfll not disclose,
which gives them part of the money
we pay for the phone bilL in an
amount they won't specify, in order
to finance the College, whose budget they won't show as, and if we
want to complain, we should write
the Trustees, Miose addresses they
won't give us.
Looking at the way the administration puts a stranglehold on relevant infonnation (and this, alas H
just the beginning. .. try asking hew
the College judicial system worica,
or why Suzanne Woods isn't president this year), I have a hard time
mrnkfagthattheCoTJegeofWoostBr
is an edrcarional msthntion. despite
the excellent faculty and qualified
staff. After alL an educational institution is supposed to educate and
inform, and keeping us ia the dark
about how the College works
neither. Icanonlyrec-oniinen- d
that students and their ts
ac-cornpli- shes

par-en-

begin asking some rather
pointed quest ions of theaduiinistra-tic- a.
After an. we're not paying aD
this money to be stonewalled.
SrrJamiM Wachs Is Viewpoints
Editor of the Voice

continued Com page 6

of students. 1 worried tust
safety may be a prcblcm.
Fortunately, even when I walked
1iouie alone ci 2 A.M. after
waitressmgoroatwith sorre friends,
. 1 never countrrefl any prooKms. 1
bongtt one of those piercing al
alarms, and luckily I never
had to use it. I lived in a relatively
safe area of D.C and fanuharized
myself with the area before walking
around alone at nighL
After surviving D.C without a
scratch.iietnrned toWoosterrather
bunch

--

.

per-son-

--

ioOa

OiCi1? onp "fcBdic$ tbo
offices of the Deans and
the people On other words)
who get paid to sign fbmsanthoriz-i-r
other peoples work, they stop
educating students quite so much.
In fact, they're Ekely to stop telling
yon anything at alL
Take the budget, for CTaniple 01
only we could). Let's say that sm-d- ei
or whomever
or
is paying for the education that allegedly goes 00 liere, wants to know
just where that money is going. It's
a fair request; before we invest in an
A
inml lnfiitirw( mm Wnghf tn
be sure that itt priorities match tho?e
weseekmanedncation.andthebest
way to do that is not to read the
lifcranire.bnt to took at the bottom
fine. Alas, the bottom linebTJrivi-lege- d
infotrnsiirai. a term that a
Hudent wishing to leant how his
school really works win encounter
aQ the time.
How about this bit of informa

ConeseiSejCurity need&tighte mng
uo jeri

trne- txn. b)

tion: let's say, having been unable
to get a ropy of the budget, that you
wish to complain about the fact to
someone who can actually alter that

students can't get

overconfident. Walking alone across
campus at night seems like no big
deaL This is a smafl town in Ohio,
after an. What is there to fear?
Apparently, quite a lot. Maybe

the crazies from DXX have reloSmdrJsshonktaothMtoworry
cated m Wooster. Or perhaps they
have been here all akng. and only about their personal safety
We have
now are beginning to makv ilsir
wayoutof the woodwork. Ia any enough to worry about with LS..
case, Wooster is no longer a safe classes, and extracurricular activiplacetobe at night. What should we ties. College is meant to be a time to
learn and to enjoy one last dose of
do about it?
For starters, security needs to of- cbudnood fun before the pressures
fer classes and seminars on student of adulthood became areality. Persafety. If the cunxm budget will not sonal safety is a necessity, not a
allow k,asmaDfeecouklrx charged. wantOLJsire. Our 20.000 aysar
Students have to learn bow to take shoiudatleastbuyuspeaceoftttind.
die proper precautions and know
bow to Oend themselves. lighting
should be increased in dark, unsafe
areas, such as the alley leading to the
Robin Oswald is a columnist for
Shack. Security patrols need to be
the Voice
emergency
increased and more
onacam-posassmallasWoost-

ers.
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Juggling

Blood flowed like wine in Lowry
Center this Tuesday, when the Red
Geo Btood Dove came to the Col- -

.
Kv
ICKB. 1 w Vnv wa iwiww
XiCUPiwiiopobliciztdllieeYOT.

ceedingly unde

were-menta-

agreed lo donate, and their

heartfelt contribution stood in stark
contrast to the bat of "Reasons Why

venous drugs.

most interest-

ing excuse,
however, was
provided by a

young lady
who said. "I
live in Douglass and prefer to drink
it blood-- " Responses like that really make a person wonder what
those people in Admissions are doing.

Still, 147 brave souls signed up to
donate blood. Though there was an

fr"1!

on-a-"

"t

y-"-,

do-no-rs

responded positively. Julie
Woodward "99. a first time donor,
wasn't that bad. I wasn't
said.
scared once they got the needle in
my arm."
Perhaps the oddest reaction was
experienced by Brian Friedman 97.
Wbea asked now be fdt about docan't believe
nating be replied.

It

1

Earfy Dmrhaai

9i grbmaces

nbRlC BAKKN
-

m

for a good

was a success and a gift from the
campus to the community."

they benched Yinny."
This obvious reference to the beleaguered Brown's quarterback left
some postulating that maybe me Red
Cross took one pint too many from
him, Mc4tdorjxs,brjwever,seemed
to rhink of donation as a positive
experience. Nathan Renkes 99 said.
"The people were nice. They obviously cared."
TbeXi Cm's seemed pleased with
the blood drive too. Steve Oakleaf
97 remarked how happy be was
with me coDejre comnranitr's response. Jason Andras 96 said.
cm very thankful to the student rs
who helped support the Xi Chi
Psiand Red Cross blood drive. It

j

enn

ii.UriittM

i.

toWcosacrstadeiaxItsixniSeda
break from rhe stress rfchmes, an
m

.-

-t

.

,

cuhanged.inerely because

i

4nr

-r-

.---;

kbeea

ttjriyrTambnllLUllMHrntl TtwaS
strange because rwasn't home far

toPererkjngsadwtolgotdie
them waa aothinx in say roc

pe--

e
NooduTivcuaiiexceuenxwayior
theXiCmprcsKfcsauL-Th-

y
usagrctocot-cionrto me camous. dux me wnwuw
ins orjnummitv aa welL. The blood
we collect helps a great number of
people. IH bet that the people whose
lives we save wouldn't like it very
much if we weren't aroand."
- Watch out for more Wood drives
Woo, because the XiChis and Red
Cross just can't get enough, and
you're gonna run out of excuses
r or later.

1

do-rjo-

fiirnrts

kiMcaaawn
CoDocaDann

iffawiTr

aya,caaskoBMwvty2v
tiafadt
c

fioaiwaM I expected. I

wsa you're McoBeeRl6at-- S

JMCa

von atari to

sloe me ream or me

mww.

TaraWsays.ypareasgataew
faaritamlwaMaBdlwasEke

oac didn't ase lo be there."

gjggBr
decorated

Sajy?!J
say
fooou-

liitati

GeidrJcaaBTS."My
ana say
a social
she fine coef

cf daraa dbn

MnVis tn mem.
Aldxaltwasgocdtoixla-se-dThTgreai fcip home wasn't qoias
what soiiiesaideras expected kio be

WriU.

Fcrnianv students, the home they
wasdJhome mey

SdS

STEfl torTsintmtbad

Ckanses Eke theas can be (Saori-cotktg, just ask StoDe. What she
ID waa CJUuB Bniojae. sue
nwaii
exriams
mayor of my cay and wheal left

roller

rJmwan'tmudigomgonwimthe

.

i
wascarignome,isawioracs
biBthat said StoDe for Mayor and
Sards with my mom's picture on
.
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fara
thcrn.-mberwenam-

, jyminm 'CtnlVt

rfrat
-
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SChOoL

VOTVCd

food.

ntixxaL

;

ro.,w nrd- -

scrawnv bearc
bring Kght to

SSdSb

to these
iMWLttencTheifflswer
and all the questions of your soul is,
of course, juggling. Benefits of juggling include:

Obviously; you ibdsa fcarncNr"
to juggle. Good thing that there is a
brand new Juggling Cbb on campus this year. Everyone is welcome
to come to Joggling Qnb rneetmrt.
.
r ark an! atrreBo'cS6clbU-Tces-wtoco

reanratnac

'EveWyoW
Itii YtSfSe

-

SmSOSOO SaYS 00.00-

-

VjAWS
slarfd
fKS!SS3

forsolorsabeingbontaren

weakerinitomb

Jd

lard

hard to go borne,

.

r

Nbia

SorsaofMtrtee

a aoraal weekend at
kkiatfr
- AttonSai
to Siamaoe. a

Carped ccnaerT

,

tt ocoa

a relief to get away

LtT

there are more choices and I bad my
bed."
Students did many things they
4:A.Minih,mvvhmitvlni1n(
y
j
campus. Carpenter says. "I hugged
ray dad. I missed him. A lot of the

lie
avil-aew- t

:&Hmansjfjai

;Pr5
r6?,-cci

peser . y,p
m WnoattXL - las ' friends from crX

e

,W

poss

:

RiCcrtTsays. "licit bad eating my

visa.
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Astobwrimrxxtaittrhewooa

Go Home Again
MARINA NOLAN

Look at yourself. Situngwstand-in- g
there, reading this article. You
are disgusting. No, just lidding.
You're KX tooting aU that bad. You
could use a little finning up, but
other man matyoure actually looking quite good. 'You're young,
you're healthy, you've got everything going for you.
But. yet, there is something missing. There b an emptiness m your
heart. I can see it far your eyes, a
hollow, lonely look that expresses
an inner longing to something that

Perhaps the

usefulness."

self-less- ry

ANDY PAL

L"

"The Red Cross cannot
'cut blood supplies in
order to stretch their

notorious Sooth American cartel
kingpins or Lowry soup chefs, the
Red Cross cannot "cat" Mood supplies in order to stretch their usefulness.
In response to this crisis, the Xi
Cbi'slookeddeep within themselves
and feverishly scrambled ta order to
supply the Red Cross with a substantial manber of donor units. As
always, the process began with me
establishment of tables hi Lowry
where students could sign op for a
donation tune. Many students

MIKE CARSON

Another said that,
Tuesday is nota good day lo save
lives.'' Stm others claimed they had
no blood or mat they were heavy
of intra- -

particular importance because me
Red Cross wuhin the northeastern
regVn of Ohio is cuircndy operat-m- c
with only a
one day supply

sirable, be- cause, unlike

A parage in

"...

mteen to work uunnx oonsnrw
hours. This semester's drhre was of

day's operating
supply is ex-

Club

IF

I Cnt Donate" mat was fenented
by those who refused.
Aside froca medical restrictions,
the failure lo meet Red Cross requirements, and the usual fear of
wMflM KvenlneoDlecameapwia, .
inotaiiij teaJMf wliy diej'OotJd
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Blood Drive in Lowry
Just Another
router frooixs
our nam

of all blood
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me. I

,vwl egaiir

trCsVtaCtTwwsra--

r

.

"washarfWBfiVcoBese
stm
readjustnig, reevsoaong, ana
isbing what Tliey hare brooghtback.
please see HOME, page 10

discussed some possible future

sc--

please see JUGGUNCT, page 10
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ILomXQULMadly, Madly Wcoster Librarians...
new library. They all speak in glowing torais of rheinuchiieededgro
space and Bght and airy atmohere,
and they are quick to praise the
construction crew Cor their courtesy
while getting the job done. The
frustrations in the process of moving, however, were manifold.
"My problem," explains Julia
Gustafson, "was
mmmm,m

The reference dole is located on
the edge of the library new wing.
I am sitting at this desk talking to
librarians. They ace very nice and
do their best to answer my ques- -.
tions, but every now and then they
have to take someone somewhere
and I am left alone at the desk,
wondering what it would be like to

making
people

bealibrarian.

The way Director of libraries
Damon Hkkey tells it. it is not a
driven, tortured climb to the top of
the library world. For him, it was
jost something (hat happened, some-thin- g
that gave him the chance to
leave the pastorate after four unsatisfying years. He worked at various
coUege libraries, including one at
Gilford College m North Carolina
tor sixteen years, ontil be decided
that he was ready to become the
director of a library. He said.
looked Cor job notices for positions
of this sort in liberal arts colleges of

1

high qmlitymdWoosterwas actn-all- y
the first that nunc opeaj

AlthccghreferencefibrarianJnfia
Gustafson's path to becoming a
was a hit more direct, the
way she eodedrtrp si'fyoos. was
not CTigihany,,frorq.VBe
Michigan, she says 'she had never
even heard of the CoUege ofWooster
before she was interviewed. "Icame
here not knowing what to expect,
thinking I'd only stay a, couple of
yearsand then move on socoew
Bat that' cot what happened.''
Gustafson has been working in the
library for thirteen years now.and is
also raising her two children in me

CHOflft tcfl&llttils

to use, and I am
sure people have

vorxcascoucs?s

librarians jBavcas& Jteofehastisw
inside pf th
reMpo-.Sav- s
MlBjsaa-.-,

agood thing.
There is a

continuous

nose for discovery."

..

.

I really enjoy working with students
on
their
mmmmm
projects. It's

"It takes courage to be
a librarian, and a

been complaining
about this! We
. had to go through
thetransition,aDdevenwhenIwanted
to put out terminals, we had to have
daa connections and we didn't have
.there are a lot of
the right ones.
things behind the scenes students may
not have been aware of."
Now that the librarians are begin-

ning to settle into their new surroundings, they're finally able to

stream

of stu-

dents to and
from the ref--.
erence desk,
and their questions range from the
very scholastic o the very confused.

Librarian Julia Gostafsoa assists a stndeat

WhDe I sitmere someone asks, How
do I access information from the
most recent periodicals?" The librarian goes off to hehj her, leaving
me alone at the desk again.
A pocr lost soul mistakes me for a
librarian. "What floor am I on," she

asks, and I am pleased that I know
the answer to that one. As I watch
the librarians bustle around, however, it suddenly dawns on me that
rather than knowing all the answers,
a large part of a nbrarian's job is

pbotoby

bluffing. Theff job U attempting to
find available knowledge, and the
means to do so are sometimes as
foreign to them as they are 10 the
students. It takes courage to be a
Ubrarian, and a nose for discovery.

.
IT"
...out 1U tiling ivuiiis a xiui ai y iiivc a jlscuikiuuii

s

h-Dra- rian

0fW.v)sPej.iTij,

sure
had

get back to doing what they like to
do. For Damon Hkkey, that involves a lot of time right here at the
reference desk. He says, "All of the
librarians share the reference hours
equally, including roe. That's very
unusual for a college library director, and I'm not unhappy with that.

BENJAMIN WACHS
' :

Thetiew mxaryis a feastforthe
is it anymore convenient for checking out
books? Not, I'm afraid to say,while adedica-tio- n
is going on.
Last Saturday, at around two in the after- J3ijrwuMMii m T S 'whan T frvmrf ffutf
significant inforrnarion, such as the subject's
birm date, was missing from my notes. "WelL
thisisn,tafryproUem,"Ithought. Til just go
over to the library arid fmdabock that wmt
.
me what it isj "j"
wigtncnWcomputers for
Ate
afrCTt yfinrnw, t managed tn find my honk,
take down th call number, and get to the
ftywlam shelf. Unfortunately, the appro- .xB&sJtoP. v9 "amber PS) was empty;
vworaftlha&thatit wasn't even finishcrt, so
if anyooe had pm any bocta there, they

IrligJ

-

Under normal circumstances, one simply goes
"Okay," she said, shaking her head, "try
a floor, but President Hales was giving a
down
unttsiR.
Thitnkinff hex. I went into the new section. speech m that section at tne tune, ana 1 tnougm
feeling very underdressed. I went around to it might be iriappropnate to toterrupt by walking
tlw tnirs ontv to find a rihhon tied across pastupchumtogettothecirnilnrinn(VA. So
twm Tt nxi'i miv-- h rf nhvirl harrirr. I had to find another wav out.
with
butlhad the feelmg that aU the tnistees would Unfortunately, I was not only unfamiliartime
every
a
new
library,
but
layout
the
of
before
the
lynch me if I walked up the stairs
route looked pnxrdsing. I
someone had riven a
discovered that lots of imspeech. Not sure what to
well dressed,
portant,
do,IspiedEmily Durham
the
"Vm not here
standing in the
were
people
96.SGA president, and dedication. I'm trying
way.
to find my
Trying
help.
went to her for
book."
to
bearings, I passed Glen
"Ben." she said, seeDavis, the Registrar, who
iL"
ing me and probably uOh, bad day
up at me and nod
looked
thinking that I was

for

find a

underdressed.

for

ded.

"Sit

Tomidmvbook."IsakLholdinxitDp(
--Wn
r mu her Tm not hem for the asmalV. He stooped lookAc at me.
ttrmk-"I aim naaaed Richard Pleas, of the
Tfcllo.Ben."hesaidquietJy.
was
replied.
She
DefsartmenL
she
day
it,"
for
X)h,
bad
: weddaayeanfatotfceflra
"DoyouhaveairykklwlBTdMktofhia
laugh.
trying
to
not
ncreritirely aurprised (other stndents had
Another tiitf1 Ubrarian came to my res-- bcokmhereriaskedhim.
to the
r? f. warned meabcrhe'T"section)Iv
"SlumnrMiepaea.
'"k cn and toUae that there were stain m the
The only person 1 found who wouUta3ctome
to back I could use. TltankfuSry.Iwemoverto
me to go
re oneofthedocrsrnadDed'Txit."(therewasa for any pertoaor trmewasMepnen waayan

- "SdecDedxatime"
n l.,Mt.:f.B,w r.Ai ,

down."

p.ihMfil

-

1

s

first-yea-

Ikvasdowincsatty.

r.

rferf ne and took the stairs as. At mat imtomesnaasaMyoaBv-7ao-

w

vapl

i

Es-aKw- ke

cotwea.tjsugr

Cg
A

a.-

-

Jyj

-

iSial"IaeL:'.T

-

try coating bade

to--

T Mr.Gwenton,askmg Jesastowesssa room ortvym. ana mm w
We were
above dedication.
find a way out
taaaAaaaaaaaa
t, ak
taa
www
man
1 ssj mwwiu,
aad wonsea m tne liorary. nc
anything about people trying to fial bocks in two libraries on the second floor.
w
lchecxxacamyDooranasaiagooo-cy- e
the library, which seemed somehow appro- rxiategrventhecircunistarices. I found the Steve. As I left, I had the strange urge to walk
Hales
PS's shortly before the fmaTAmen." I took back to the Dedication and interrupt Mr. microoff
that
"Hey,
turn
shouting
by
speech
"God
said,
turned,
and
the book I needed,
r
darnnithowdolgettoucirculauondesk-- pnonei reopie are uymg w reaa m ncrei

Tawtirary.nrirbtnTdrheiaaTrY.
. ..
aW
-

hecnaaadsK8.cnxxe.tnvjonic

"Not

me emnntl2a-anthan we ever exjwted. . - ,
In t addition to the adjnstjhentsau
hlirarians havehad to make ova tte
years, the librarians here at Wooster
iwftfog adjustments to the
are
d

f vr
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a rood timer I asked. This

ts Ebrarythai'?"
-

.

is a

--

"WeU.yes." She was still langhirjg. "But
tomorrow would be better."

;.

--you

don't understand," I said.

Tm be-

hind on my LS., I need to work now!"

'

'
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-
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Par 10

Lectures: Germany
After the Wall

aa

Juggling
continued from page 8
Some of the ideas that
about were: juggling, passing, visiting arhooft and Joggling, and at-So, tsar's what happens at Joggling Club meetrngt, Now. why
Aoold yen to to these mcclinjufl
Because ifa tarn. Evmifyoaare
one of those shy people who would
prefer not to get involved with anything and waste year entire life, you
can come and watch. There win be
members joggling on the sidelines
with beSs, bean bags, dubs or
"rings", which are donot shaped
plastic objects that can be used for
juggfing. Some daring members
might be performing that risky
yoa can joia the COW Jesters dor-to-g
meir nsoal venture to Mont's .

The D.V. Yeates Report: October 31. 1973
The D.V.Teates Report, written by Cart Ketchum
and Doug Murphy, appeared as a cohort throughout the 1975-7- 6 schoolyear. The below article was '
written in response to the then current visitation
policy of the college, which prohibited male and
female visiting after hours. This 'reporf was
writtenfor the October 31, 1975 issue ofthe Voice.

bia in Ramified Germany: Causes,
Consequences, Attempts to Over
come." The lecture is at 730 in
Lean Lecture Room in Wishart Hall
and is open to the public
On Tuesday. October 31. also at
7-8tIxan.Dr.Gogold will present
a lecture entitled
addressing how Germans
from east (the "disss') and west
(the "WessiO relate to each other
and why some have said that the
Berlin Wall has been replaced by an
internalized wall in German hearts

--

S

u'ves. The leading ones, as proposed by our

consultant mtVS'

cost.,

Cii
V.0
1) AlibkV3inhibinngdiet.FbodServkistesuiig
thisMw. lYeJimmaryresid
and Salisbury Steak are the most effective. We've
and chenyjBtrioversJ&om
also removed foot-lonthe menu.- - t."-.2) We are cowsideriiigswitching to two foot wide
as opposed to the present three foot one attf
now have. s
witu z?3
3) One distinguished alumni suggested waamg:! i
some sorveillaoce devices. He trpbrted that these, H
devices had met his seeds during his recsntty tennis- Bated career. It was pomtedombyouroostcorguhyj
ant that the films taken byjbisurrea2acecansa! .
may generate funds fix mis oolkffitr'cumvn 'no:ci
Q: Wouldn't these surveillance naethodaintevr'. t;
gs

2

30

It has corne to the attention of this reporter that the

"Osxi-Wessi-Wos- si,"

The W lures, which are in English, are sponsored by the Institute
of European Studies, die Depart- meet of German, and the International Programs Office.

11
;
tYJc0V j
Wb4rjorse
f
mimWoraitermV
A: Wen we"Vexonsidertd a

-.i.-Vi-

The fall of the Berlin Wallm 1989
and the unification of Germany in
1990 were among the events that
marked the end of the cold war era.
The euphoria of these events aooo
gave way. however, to mounting
frustrations and tensions between
the eastern and western parts of
Germany and their distinct postwar
legacies. likewise, there has been
alarming number of attacks by
extremists on members of foreign
ethnic groups within Gciuuuy.
On Monday. October 30, Barbara
GflgcJd. faculty member of the
Humboldt TJnxverxity in Berlin and
Director of the Trmirntc of Euro-peStudies ia BerSn. will gbe a
pobBclectuieao1iriiiiTgCenopoo--

dexuai learnings iTQm jy

ift'ri.liiL'i.'v;noinsj2issr

RICHARD FIGGE

October 27, 1995

of dorm hour roles. To this end they are considering
the institution of severe penalties aimed at reducing
the number of dorm hour abuses. Not being aware
of these occurrences I decided to interview both
fflKfrJti ynd itnfTnbfrof tN oViw's staff cfiWifrn-m- g
this most serious issue.

I first went to the Deaa of Unctuous Morality to

' find out what he had to say about dorm hour viola- --

Qi How extcxLiive is the problem of

dorm-hour-vioLwio-

v.-be-

L.

.

..-.'.j--

--

twimiheBQd1vidnalrigB.topr

A: T0cnotepage45of theScot'sXey, they "will .

ns?

i'.:;jl

AOL"
Qz

,,yi,4iiAJi''i

ii

rn--

Championship CojJlerence in
la conclusion, the Juggfing Club

isakx Eke Gob Vied, b'sreboring.
it's diverse, and mere's a tot of

Home

-

self-intere-

st

.-

-

.

.

"

"

Simpson's Halloween t--

-

.

k

i

Cldrkbroagbt back hex kdoB

Woalyaibemgamfmbercfthe

dab anwBBag.batra also a good
way to meet people, even if yoa
float talk to anyone. The caab includes a wide variety of people.

amaring, Nobody here
nas me same shoes. We au
different kinds of shoes. Noti
versity-.Tt- 'i

RafSerty brooght bade

Mary

thoaght that they were the best
the workL I realized mey
realty

1

a

"

Hrc

Sm-Hmm-

or

1-800-992-0643

Located 2 blocks north qfLowry
10 off prime rate Nor. through April

"

4

1680 Beall Ave

c

ISO

ajN.-!l-

0

nm; Fri A fat ISO Arl200

Breakfast with 10 oz.
(Juice and .Receive a S2.22
I

Breakfast

FREE!

aj-j-

y

Any 2

Buy Any S2.22
1473 BeoU Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691.

'

Great Food & Ice Creams

i

Historic Overholt House
Bed & Breakfast
216-263-63- 00

'

1 J m.

knowledge, TJcJug

friends

.

A: It has reached rpidrmfc proportions. Last
One last questk Ycv attended the colke, ,,
Sunday on my way tochoTch,lpesedonedorm,aod
what were your es pc riences with dorm hours? .:;.,.
.
half the people leaving were male, the other.female.
A: rdnoVr not discuaiL .
Q: What dorm is this?
After interviewing the dean.1 decided to poIL .
"
A: Douglass
.
ituueni opauon on oonn jiontut-- ,
Q: Bat sir. isnt that a co-e- d dorm?
Q: What do you thirds of dorm hours?
A: Oh it is?
A: (male) What am dom hours?
..
Q: Why should the college even enforce these
;
A: (female) Don't ask me, Tra an RA.
roles?
A: (male) Pure helLra nesbc7friea(L: ; 'o vh.
A: The college bss committed itself to furthering - A: (female) Who's? His or mine?
ox c 'L"
: . ' Oj what would yc do if stricter eufUiri
Christian values. If we alkwed irresrxmsible
to run the community, we would lose track dorm hours was htiplenwited?
of our moral guidelines, thereby endangering the
A: (male) Oil my springs.
survival of the college. Also consider the cost of
A: (femak)Go to the seveno'clock show instead
,..
;
.these violations.
of the late show.
.ii,.,.
For in are, wslaweeaperiencedattTsnendoua.' y r: At (male)IanrestmaJk2Bbie.tltf2iag begT moJiA
increase ia the cost of replacing bedxprings. Since
A: (femak)rdboymybcyfrieratawvfK?
we expanded visitation hours, we have had to reA: (male) TRANSFER!
place 72 of the beds, due to spring failure. In
A: (female) Eat more Yogi Bear's.
addition, our linen costs have soared astronomiA: (female) March on Garpin.
cally. This is because oar linen supplier must ate
.
A: (male) Bring my goat to achooL
wz,
ejensivecVsrigrnti. Indacaping costs have been
A: (mak)CT CAMPUS c
affectedtoo. Along Holdea HaU. we have had to
replace all the bashes, due to a mysterious alkali
The D.V. Yeates Report is conrpfled byCad
K etc hum and Doug Mnrpny.who are known
Q: You've listed the cxs of a bn dorm rjolicy.
togkalhars.
y.
1--

person has the same pah of shoes as
another person. Or if they do they
left them at hcxitc and did not bring
them so the ateeting."
Karl Robfflard 98. Offer of
Adininiitratkai and Foreign and
Economic AfiatofbrtheCOW Jugglers, also cites the diversity of the
dub. Bessys, T love seeing all of
the diversity." Karl is a six time
damping of the Men's Joggling

ds

j

Platters- -

briginal'SlfftfJaes'
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Arts & Entertainment
Hinton and All That Jazz

SAB

'History ofjazz?' to perform with ensemble
SALLY THELEN
.

Box

him all over the globe. He played at

Parent's Weekend wiii swin isto
a treat start tonight with the Wooster
Jazz Ensemble concert Mfltoo
"The Judge" Hinton will perform as
the guest bass soloist rtw""g the
y,
pet fiamance.
Hmtoar is described by Jeffrey
lindberg, director of the Jazz
as" walking, talking; and
-

En-semb- le,

performing : history" of jazz."
Hinton's reputation 9s an accomplished bassia has sparme4foor de-

the first Newport Jazz Festival in
Rhode Island and also at the last one
held mere. He is a darter member
of the Newport Festival Hall of
Fame. He was a special gnest of
President and Mrs. Carter at the
White House 10 help celebrate the
25th year of the Newport Jazz Festivals.

Happy Parents' Weekend from

cm

v

-

SAB!!
-

11

:

.

Hinton's musical success has

ac-crn-

rd

of&50U

him numerous awards, inclnd- -

ing the Esquire magazine's Esky
and Downbeat magazine's Poll
Award He is a charter member of
the Duke Ellington Fellowship at

cades. Lindberg said mac Himoa's
playing today is. Hetter than ever."
Born in Vicksburg, Mississippi, Yale University. Hinton has received
Hinton nioverXtd Chicago with his speddawards from the DlirioisState
family. Hhvinoufer, &piaaist in--; r Legislature arid the Illinois Urban
League and a citation from Arizona
spired and encouraged Hintoodto
pursuea cateermmuSclIe gramn: Governor Bruce Babbitt. In addi
ated from Phillips High School tion receiving the keys to innu- the . -cmerable dues, he is an honorary
whkh has
. gfcriffof Odessa. Texas,
many
jazz
mnrrr
ralebrated
of
alma
Hinton will also be giving lecture
musiciaris. Hmfbamttendet Crane
Junior CouegcducMetthsStiflit: :orSaturdayatl 1 ajn.inFrfedlmvW
Tool m to siH ?coif .TheatnulThe. lecturcyvBisfnrrai
ymversity.
.

tViewofJazz?"

oin

,

will feature Kirrtoo's, ,
collection
extensive
with
such
of slides of his
scene,
playing
1920'sjazz
jazz legends as Zutty Singleton, . many performances with various jazz
Erskine Tate, Eddie South, Jabbo artists. Lindberg expressed the Music
Smith. Casino Simpson, Boyd Department's gratitude of being for-ptnn . frrr mn
mini u
iwwiiiumiiiiiuuc miiv.-Hinj- j.
Annstrong.&naarwja'a memper & perform and lecture at wooster. ...

.

.

,

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2- 9- If
you're sad to say goodbye to
your parents, forget your blues
and come and check out this
week's classic film. The Night of
the Living Dead. It will be showing in Mateer at 7:30 PM. And
no tricks herejt's free!!

s

.

1

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
Join SAB in the Underground as
we wish you a very Happy Halloween!!! Our Halloween Extravaganza begins at 6:00 PJL
and includes Pumpkin Carving,

TheJazzEnsemMe'sperfbrmance
ofCabCanoway'sbandforlSyears.
Hinton has recorded oaall major will begin at 8:15 pjn. tonight in
rec&rdlabels,andhasprctacedsev- - McGaw chapeL The concert is free
eral of his own albums including and open, to.tbe public, n.
"
Uilt and Friends BasicdUjBJitG TTC (stew) Jk
w:J ?t .TiG
compiled with information from
kad The Trio.
t 'ffinffta'MtwtrfiAinmmtefttMve taken
Ow.i.
Newsservice
-u--

AIUIvfREVlEW

Palm Reading, the movie

Swedish

A Candy-Coate- d

Tr-ea-t

pling. The singing is melodic but
subdued, with a somewhat hypnotic
ThebandgetsalittkmcYeserkms
with "Pay for Me." The song sports effect. T3ectrkaty"evenaially grinds
STEVE BOUGHTQNV.
I
the first real electric guitar of the into "Hobo Humpm SWbo Babe."
"HoboHumpin Slobo Babe" gets
album, a punchy distortion riff that
. Those of you familiar with MTV
oralternative radio fcprdkrfbly ask- lays down jhe rhythm for. vocals back toafast and carhy bass metody
ing yourselves wh you'ye heard that, while spngoutof tune, seem to .complimented by eccentric druin-min- g,
using more cymbal work and
(be name. Wade beVfTialeac-taafl- y ityupM iiii noBethdess.' The guitar
solo is replaced with some funky rolling snare snips than traditional
beats. The chorus explodes with as
mat warautt soccessful toe Jheir. tnnabtoacAchingbyaDJnamed
much spirit as in the video: that's
song THooVHumpia Slobo Babe" . onry"Sleepy".
'urodoVtmostlyekxtromc right, you remember bow much
band has finally
in
the (eat of thcitfint VPWe , sound, surging into guitar for the Beavis and Butthead wanted Berg
Cart, which includes thafamomhav refrain. The refrain vocals are tolicktAetr armpits.
"Tryzasnice" has another elecshoirtrfomlike'a chant, but the rest
jfagawcffrh misfits. The of . the song is rather melodic and tronically generated aoundscape
slow-'I'- l
Do Ya" gets some real behind vocals that are rather sexubaD21tcac5Jrcfk3C3aBers,
ally urtrepressed. The song tends to
spuit going wimdrumriung that
guter;Heirycerl.andbass
snares
get rather hypnotic and sonicauy
Gordon CyrusT, Most of Ihe drunv reehs between cymbals and
as it progresses.'
anda groovy bass fine. The guitar is
mmg is done oy Marun jonsson.
The record starts out on a fairly mostly experimentation with feed- Things turn rather poppy with
comical note withKickin.- - While back, and serves more to wrap "Happy In You," an upbeat tone
tte song has scftMimerestmg acous- around the rhythm and warp the
of the Beatles.
tic guitar arid areatharnxziica part, listener's ears man as a source of
The
two tracks have fairly
next
more
itself.
energy
rhythm
anything
or
the vocals can't be
normal rhythm rockin guitars. The
"Electrkaty" has more of the toy
than a playful jest The next song,
"That's Where it's at." follows suit ing guitar feedback that cuts in and first, "I Miss Me," is upbeat and
with a funky bass line and some out around a slower and mellower
please see WHALE, page 12
strange sampling behind sneeringly bass melody and some strange sam- :

comical vocals.

Prints Through
the Ages on

j

idlt-tfi&tejto-

lttMfc

1

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2S-JSam and S AB in Mateer at
730 or lOyjPJblfar our weekly
film!! Admission is jast SI for
FuferiTfeg, starring Robin Williams and Jeff Bridges!! Also, a
special Parents' Weekend Spotlight Showcase in Mom's Truck
Stop featuring Janet McLaughlin
will begin at 9X0 PAt

beccme-'XaniaBS.- al

! Hmonbecama-ricarpantbe-

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
Watch Jodie Faster in a truly
heartwarming petfbnnancel NeU
will be showing in the Underground for me very small price

fr

re--lea-sed

'

1

1

mind-boggli-

ng

LowiyWall
NAT MISSILDINE
TakeastrollbyLowry's Art Wall
and you'll see a wide variety of art
prints on display, the prints, all
done by Wooster students in
printrnaking classes here at the College, feature artists from the early
WTO's up to the present.
Each year students in one of
GeorgeOIson'sprintmaking classes
donate their best work to the works
collection. Since tte first class taught
in printrnaking by Olson in the fall
semester of the 1964-6- 5 school year,
the collection has acquired over
pieces.
For the print show on the Lowry
Center Art Wall, senior art history
major Hao Sheng, who is the SAB
chairperson in charge of the Lowry
Art Wall Exhibits and who also has
seven-hundr- ed

please see ART, page 12

Chil-

dren of the Corn, and more!!
Admission is only $30!!
WEDNESDAY.NOVEMBER
1
Can it really be November
already??? Bring in the new
month by watching Fire i the
Sto.showinsinthe Underground
at 9:00P.M. Admission is free!!

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
2 Take a study break to check
oaUack theBear, showing in the
Undergrouodfor the "bear" fha!)
minimum price of 150! The
snow begins at 9rt0 PM.

FOR SALE
Mac IIsI 580 with 12" color
monitor and keyboard
$600 only for an aesthetically
pleasing, reliable machine!!!
Call Kok Kian at

x-34-

80

get it now, IU throw in a turbmet
adapter snd s nice smile!

I
1

The Wooster Voice Arts

Page 12

&

der of a child, he is stroggiiflzWrcrt
regam an idea of self, struggling to have rnadebadchoicesMow time or
becoine a man again, rather than a another. FfSjv Ga's itsanerjpfef

BOOK REVIEW
JULIE OLTVERIO

'V

W ,,x

SSt)

faceless sfctfistic answering only to which there is no remedy but tbde-th- e
title of
John was just(i stroy the cause k is, m emptnnd
havmgagoodrime,heteIlsluEaself
repeatedly. Just having a gocd time" ' one ar one pen or iwber W thdjr J
at the bar one night, then driving',
home, feeling

rMisery. Mary thought."
So begins The Crossing Guard,

ifCJ0

cf)Molio;

Chili. At the end of John's road r grief, of vengea' aW W
out of prison lurks Freddy, in re-l- .j penseOil.ocilk
lentless pursuit. .. .'
. becccsideredarimpeD

''x

cfialrignfRabebasconstruciedfbrhis

Atthecenterof tbenovdisMary, r tfarIer.Vc)ornpex
Freddy's ruined
struggling; . enhju.uelffgepcyi bfois claraco;

readenaworklfilied wimfrara characters, aJIcf whom have something to

f aV h flOfaTIffird tfr CTtf MPOtlSffT

ex-wi- fe,

to cope with the circumstances that w' ten? At the sarae 'hnnv Rabba J
havecmmbled her marriage andsto- -' managed to produce istrpjg'w- lea her child. .Haunted by letters ,n fecojwlabouis
from her dead danghter.Maryspre
;
ericem the novdremirKli the reader'," ety as whote
tcjmsclyes wben PhffaQ
of the tragedy of the situation, that vois

PI

ways aH of them would like to forget.
The novel cxnks? around two men,
going about their lives without realizing their actions are bringing them

dangerously' closer together with
every step. First,Freddy Gale, nice-gu- y,
soon to
be killer. Freddy, once married and
wrapped in the thoughtless euphoria of the American middle class
existence, comes completely unfitted with the loss of bis child to a
ecfly builds into a furious crescendo
drunk driver. Crazy with the need
and then descends back into laid
to avenge his daughter's death,
back bass work and standard guitar
Freddy
walks through bis life
chords. Though the formula is one.
an inconsolable agony,
caught
in
often repeated in this eta of grunge
one thought stewing within him,
equals gold, the Pumpkins are able lo
only one act able to ease bis pain.
puO it off largely on the strength of
The
death of the man who killed
Corgan'spassionate vocals. Hiswhis-pe- rs
his
child.
of. "Despite all of my rage Tin
Enter John Booth. Just getting
still jost a rat m a cage" seem almost
out
of prison for the accidental mur- seductive. Later on. his scream car
ries the weight of the potent lyrics,
"Jesus was an only son TeQ me Tm
ex-husba-

nd,

mililKlfcjnyfty
suggfcl

urootofeveryorje'sprcblernism

ALLEPARKER
The Smashing Pumpkins are an
example of a Buzz Clip band that
doesn't suck. Originating in Chicago
durinc the lass 19R0i amid that
cay's rcvoiodooary punk and boose
music scenes, the Pumpkins failed lo
find a niche wohin euher eenre so

lbeysetatoicreiiishdrownbnnd
of rock that poshed the boundaries of
music in new directions.

Their powerful and innovative
sound was thrmrj ia their hometown, but it woo them national acclaim. Their debut album, Gish, offered some of the first Bazz Clips ever
featured on MTV. and their second
LP. Siamese Dream, sold over one
million copies. Success, however,
has not spoiled the Pumpkins.

Their latest offering is a doable
CD entitled Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness. As always, the
-Pumpkins are set apart from other
bands by fxontman BiDy Corgan's
exquisite song writing; he wriles all
but two of the twenty-eigsongs on
ht

the new album. The other two, "Take

Me Down" and "Farewell and
Goodnight." are written by guitarist
James lha.
At first glance Mellon Collie and
the Infinite Sadness may appear
nothing more than a glossy concept
album, but further investigation reveals that it is in actuality a coUec-tio- n
of srnolring tones that takes the
listener on a musical roller coaster
ride complete with corkscrews.

loops, and deathdrops. Songs switch
from savage to sweet in a heartbeat,
and don't fed as if anything has been
lost m me transition, ragnara lyrics
and excellent musicianship are the
constant themes that mn throughout
The first single off the project is
the cnrkwfy Hied "BuHet With
Bunerfly Wings." The cot starts off
with a mellow groove that repeat- -

the chosen one AndlaaH believe that
I cannot be saved." Though the theme
of dissing organized religion is well
played out in pop culture, sornehow
the Pumpkins impart this pseudo-seriomessage without sounding
contrived ot hollow.
In fact, much of Melon Collie and
the Infinite Sadness is just like that.
The songs aren't loo far from current trends either musically or
Yet. the Pumpkins are
able to project an authenticity that
makes their work seem worthwhile.
Corgan's vocals tog at the heart on
slow numbers like "In The Arms Of
us

tbe-matica-Uy.

Sleep" and incite rage on quicker
cuts like To Forgive." His expertise is hard to explain and even more
difficult to quantify, but it is definitely present; and its presence is
what makes the Pumpkins stand out
Perhaps he is into Zen mysticism. It
ckxsn'treallymaner.justgobuythe
album.
Com-Pat-ibl- es

WHALE
continued from page

11

149 N. Grant St

Wooster

IP!

thereaderhleftunjureof

(800V726-865- 4

Your
florist
10 student discount on reeulaJ
priced items picked up or delivered
all-occasi-

on

n wooster.

I

We wire flowers all over the world
All mayor credit cards accepted.

eyn

to be rooong for. Rabe has fuzzed . very dirpeasKyis oTmjicry
the lines between protagonist and c
liveirairjpbjord
onist.in away that reflex (he,
,

Wall

t

relief wim uknowleage thai you re
kic alone m your dealings with pain,
In short, a reality check, and an
effective and intriguing one in the
face of contemporary society. "

day lives. John Boom s confusion
and . regret over 10 minutes that
changed not only the course of his
own life, but those of three other
innocents forever, strike a cord of

--

cfPrintsH

.

'

continued from page 11

fairly poppy, while the second,
"Young Dumb n Full of Cum" is
a work featured uv the current
more brooding and griay. Unfortunately, "Youngs" dcesn'treally have hibit. and Olscn
and representative,
the kind of creative lyrics one would
from
works
the
collection to make
expect with such a great tide. The
chorus is simply "Because you're up the print exhibit. The works '
wood-cut- s,
young, durnbnd full ofcumif you've range from
etchings
engravings and include
and
gona go you've gotta go girL"
as well as black and
color
prints
The next tune "I'm Cold" is a
white.
rather weak ballad that is an ex"We wanted lo get a diverse selecample of what Berg refers lo as "the
tion.
There are some very realistic
seriousness coming out." It has a
works
and some fantasy," Sbeng
bit of a southern gospel feel to it
said.
with some sweetly melodic organ
Trie variety is exemplified in sub- - 7
and a chorus of female vocals backject
matter as wcIL Many pieces
ing Berg up It's definitely innovative, but not really very fitting with
the rest of Whale's material, and
thus a disappointing effort.
the
Thankfully, Whale closes things
Wooster
SooETn
Medieval
up with an upbeat and rollicking
invites
good
gentles
song much more representative of
of all persuasions r
their sound. In fact "Born to Raise
to aoend our regular meetings .
HelTalnxwtresemblesathcmesong
Wednesday, from 70-ShOof sorts like one would expect for a
in Kauke Tower w
T.V. show, given its amhemic voour
Fighter Practices
and
cals and short one minute duration.
Sunday in Kauke 225, from 7
The Swedish can certainly be
proud of Whale as a break from the
Come Join the
Ace of Base crowd that it usually
exports. Whale has created a very (Current Middle Ages!
unique style with We Care . Their
electronically candy-coate- d
meloQuestions? Don't hesitate to con- dies and funky bass lines are a wel
tact Benjamin Wachs. Medieval
come addition to the modem "afcer-- Society President, box 2956.
native music scene.
ex--'Qcv-

high-quali- ty

ave'hort8i'iheffiags

ett

to

cbbsttae'- IXwgBeresfordIertitled "Ether
--

silk-scree-

ns,

--

2--

216264-865- 4

iimt

po'ardrmiryjr

O

owers & Gifts

edystnkevQBsJe

f

reality loss, rather than revenge ors. inf Guard
compcrrmrion for lost time.
iwvetl'susiyen&tt
Rabe's talent for character iJevel-- i rjo6ons:cfclij
opment shines thrrxghoot torMveXJ
He captures the humanity of all threeX just short of breaking" uSemsetvies; ,r'
cf his inakcharacten so accurately. Wto ih declaratcniser

ex-fath- er,

Pumpkin Patch Cavorting
ALBUM REVIEW

t
'respctccivkaCf

"ex-con- ,"

the latest novel by David Rabe.
Rabe, who began his writing career
as a journalist and, publisher of sev-er- al
screenplays, has reached new
heights with his second noveL Using black wit and concise, being

FtKfftt

cKi.TS i9dc)C

inTheCm

Reality
.
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Entertainment

-

Bunny" features the Easter Bunny
painting eggs wim psychedelic colors while an ether bottle with; a
mouthpiece attached to-- sits on the
table in front of runt Others have a
more earned approach such as Junior
Ben Shearer's untufed aquatint etch--

K

i

ing which features
"
design.

a more abstract,

"We could put up another show
and not use any of thearoe pieces,
We have, so, many goworks,"
remarked Sheng.--m':V-- :
V,

'

--

.11 "

"

i'i; 'Ull Vii 0 !0tfr'jI
--

and Jamaica from $299.00.
ties, and More I Organize a
smaU ' grouped dbrrP a
FREE trip plus xxxnmisr
--

Call

1-800-8224321

j

ISSUE.

S-uutarz-

1 1

O-
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October

Week? 5

6-

nd

-

k

T&e Exp
slurnped a liolc
. slightly better score prediction to
weekSof the Beat tl Experts Con-- . earn the Expert Point for week6. Of
tesLWfaired a link better ia week die six remaining contestants, two
To
6. Week 5 saw 8 contestants enter : each went 13-- 12-- and 11-went
James
Experts.
with four beating all four experts.' round out the
posted a 13--7 . 13--7 while Finn and Lewis notched
Mike Malmon-Ber- g
record to win 'one Expert Point 11-- 7 records. Overall, Donatelli
now have two
Along 'with Malmon-Ber- g,
Nick and Malmon-Ber- g
Dottatefli, PJ. Guecrieri, and Brian Expert Points each while
Makowski and Todd Urban' each
Makowski all gathered
'
have one point The contestant
to gain an entry in 'this sweepstakes
drawing. For the Experts, Luke with the most Expert Points at the
end of the contest will receive a
Zaononi led the way with a 12
record. Hisjtiebreakerscorepredic-tio- n prize. One contestant will be chocould 'only beat. Bob Rodda sen from all the sweepstakes enwho posted a 12--8 record, allowing tries and will receive a prize.
Overall for me Experts, Zannoni
Donateni,GoerrierLandMakowski
the way with an 82-3-7 record.
leads
James,
to slip past John Finn, Peter
James
is three games back at 79-4-0,
aD
op
picked
and Todd Lewii
11:9
records to round out the Experts. but be is now one game in front of
record.
Finn who holds a 78-4- 1
Two other contestants posted 11-- 9
69-5-1.
'
the
pack
at
Lewis
rounds
out
records and the last contestant went
' ;
: Since no Voice was published last
10-1: ' ;
;
:
week, there is no entry for this SatIn week 6; Zannoni earned a ,14-- 6
recordbmhis score prediction coold " urday. Week 7 entries are available
not keep Makowski and Donatelfi m this issue and mast be received by
from earning another Saturday, October 28 at 12 noon.
(both 14-entry in the sweepstakes drawing. Entries can be placed in the Voice
Makowski dged Donatelliwrth a drop box next to the mailroom.
12-8reco-

.Bxpejrtts
Week 8
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES

9.

8,

7.

Oklahoma at Kansas St

.

Buffalo at Indianapolis

Michigan at Michigan St
Ohio St. at Minnesota
Perm St. at Northwestestem
Oregon at Washington

rds

Houston at Cleveland
Green Bay at Minnesota
Washington at Kansas City
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Carolina at San Francisco

Stanford atUSC
LSU at Alabama

Arizona at Denver
Miami at San Diego

EJMichigan at Miami (OH)
Illinois at Iowa
Syracuse at Kansas St.

Philadelphia at Dallas
Oakland at Cincinnati

0.

TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
Woosten
Kpnyntv
,

.

6)

NAME:

The trials of women's
Blacksheep

BOX:

EXTENSION;

Please place entries in the Voice drop box by 12 noon, Sat. Nov. 4.

KAUMADRGA
.

Women's Blacksheep Rogby look a long drive through the back
country roads out tpGarnbfer, Ohio to play in the cold, windy, and
rainy weather against Kenyonthis past Saturday. Once again the
team has been showing improvement since they first played Kenyon
earlier in the season. Unfortunately the taleiu of our women's team
was cut short due to the lack of team members and only playing two
ten minute halves. Kenyon managed to pnt the ball in the try zone
once during each half. This shows the improvement of our team.
The Lady Sheep's next game is this Saturday against Oberlinatthe
OARDCat I pan. Bring your parenuouttotheOARDCtowaicnv';

Dining
Room

Drive-Thr-

kLECTURES AFTER THE WALL -.-

.

;

.V

-

'

'

TOssUIVmJi

'

.

"

1

Attempts to Overcome

3. 730 pan.

'HowGermansom

gourmet

1

X
w

Home o
the Bigge
Better
Burger

OTHER GREAT FEATURES AT BACK YARD BURGERS
Always 9 Items At P3 Cents I
Nine Great Combos To Save You More Money!
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade!
Hand DippadRggl Mltk Shakes!
Jumbo Your Combo Only 30 More

.

Xenophobia in Reunified Germany?
Monday, October
Lean Lecfure .Room

:

v::

;

v.

--

of the Institute of European Studies, Berlin':

Causes and Consequents

mrgeirs V

u

STresh

,

-

Director

lard

of German and the International

sponsored by- - the Department
Programs Office

Dr. Barbara Gflgold ;'
Humboldt University - w

Sack

Outside
Patio
Double

';

v
:"-.:-

.
'

'

f

,

For A Large Fry And A Large Drink!

:

J

GOURMET BURGERS 1
i
BUY 1 GET
;

;

east and wesi iclate to each other and why

it there talk of the new walfnf their hearts

Tuesdpj3bet31t7p0 p.p.
Lean Lecture Room

Admission Is frw, everyone

arid minds?

'"'

'

Iff welcome!

"

i

-

"
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CHICKEN SANDWICH

BUY 1 GET

FREE
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Show Men's Soccer Rises1 over: .SQGV:
Women's volleyball play struggle through two Once Again
more five set matches

Cardiac Kids

oominned from page 15

JAMES KOLLER
The Lady Scots
volleyball team
their run of five
set matches last week,
splitting a pair last
Saturday as they prepare for the upcoming NCAC Tournament. They traveled
to Case Reserve to
play the host team and
Harlham. Their biggest challenge of the

con-ano- ed

week came from
Denisoo, who overpowered Wooster for
the second time this
year.
The first match was
a
battle, with
Case Reserve couii oi-' 'tig the first and third

pfaoto by KARJUE

see-sa- w

KAKmSKI

Heather Dales 98 blocks a Denisoo shot

ramrs. while Wooster was dominant in the same, facing match point with only 2 points of
second and fourth games. In the end, the Scots their own. They Lady Scots reeled off six
succumbed to the Spartans and their home consecutive points, providing for a raucous
15-crowd. However, they were unable to make a
crowd by the score of
Once again the
and 15-- 8. In the second match against Faiiham serious run, falling 15-the Scots faired better, winning their fifth five effort and ability showed up when the Scots
game match of the season against only three needed it most.
The Wooster Lady Scots wrap up their
defeats. Wooster started out strong, winning
4
the first two games
match
and 15--4. But they regular season with a
could not put away the Quakers, as they lost at home Saturday at 1 pjn. against Ohio
Dominican. After that they are off until the
the next two games in
fashion
and
As they had done the previous four
and much hyped NCAC Tour- - '
3-nament Nov 4. If the Lady Scots can contimes, the Lady Scots showed grit and detertinue to play well, they could have the first
mination in the deciding game, winning 15-While blowing two game leads is not the winning season for the college since th2 poweasiest way to chalk up victories, it is a strong erful 1984 team that finished 40-- All the
hours of practice and match play will become
sign of cWacier and good coaching.
In the final NCAC match of the year, just preparation, as the tournament is a true
Wooster played host to the Red Raiders of indicator of how far the Scots have come. So,
Denisoo. In the first game, the Lady Scots led come on out and cheer on your Lady Scots
most of the way. but fell
The second volleyball team this Saturday and congratuvery
was
the
as
close
not
Red Raiders late them for a terrific season, and --ash them
Same
ran roughshod over Wooster. .
You might even want
It first lockia the
appeared that the third game would be the tt gn a few auiogjaphsfafuoax vestment.
15-10.4--

2,

15,

half, Wooster started to lose their dominance.
Around the 3630 mark, Ohio Dominican set
up a great offensive chance that ended up in
a goal. After a cross from the right side, a
shot was taken by Brian Conner 99 that
caromed off the crossbar where it was shot in
by David Flavius 99.
After this goal, the momentum shifted to
Ohio Dominican who played more aggressively. Two minutes after their first goal,
Ohio Dominican almost scored its second
on a breakaway that wits turned away with
a great save from goalkeeper Matt Schaeffer
'96. The Ohio Dominican enthusiasm increased after their keeper made a great
save on a penalty kick taken by Mike Sesteli
99.
They kept their momentum until the 17:00
minute mark when Bob Leonard '99 scored
his second goal of the game to break the
deadlock. This goal was also scored on a
direct kick taken from 30 yards out. Leonard
crossed the ball and it was inadvertently
headed by an Ohio Dominican player who

-

was being pressured by Brian" Hansen 98.
After this goal, Ohio Dominican lost the momentum they had been carrying for the previous 20 minutes.
The Scots added an insurance goal with
remaining in the game. Damon Rossi 96
played a long ball to Dadzie who raced past
his defender and crossed the ball to the unmarked Brian Hansen 98 who put it into the
net. This goal was, overall, a really pretty goal
and it demonstrated the talent found on this
year's team.
With these two wins, the men's soccer team
rose above the .500 mark for the first time in
a month. This past month has seen increased
offensive power and steady defense that in3.-0-6

cluded some tremendous wins. Unfortunately,
they couldn't play at this level consistently
and ended up losing some contests. - - .'
The Scots will finish their season at 4:00
Saturday-a- t
Carl Dale field in front of the
Parent's weekend crowd against Earlham.
--

.

Stats Courtesy News Services

classified
MAKE MONEY PLAYING VIDEO GAMES!

6-1- 5,

8.

ce

Call

12. Phones open 24 hours, -

1-800-865-01

2-- 15

one-sid- ed

long-await-

6-1- 5.

M
'-j-

rftA Jod

c-d

lA

XL3Lii i.

Ei

.'-i.lt.-

non-conferen-

..:;

16-1-

NINTENDO is looking for enthusiastic reliable individuals to promote
their products in retail outlets THROUGIK UT THE NATION during
this holiday season.
b-- n

nonsx $ir

ed

8.

7.

15-1- 3.

15-4-

post-seaso- n.

a

f gCJcfon Of
HERFF JONES
7.

uMBemitim
College Student
Hair Cut

Ml

$8.00
Walk-In- s

4 "'PI

Welcome

X-

ifT

Wilson
Oct. 26,
AjOO I.K.
.10:00 AM
$25.00 Deposit Required

135 BesJ! Avenue
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Teams Bie in Wait for Tourney

This
Week's

Regionals await runners after
successful stint at Oberlin

Scores

are getting fired op for the NCAC
Chanmkmslnps, and are confident
that they win meet or exceed their
This past weekend the Men's goals in that race." This is the race
cross country team finished their ' mat itafl come down to. They need
warm-up- s
for the post season with to place in the top five as a team to
a dual meet with Oberiin. 1 They qualify for the Regional Tournafinished second in the meet and are ment Some of the teams the Scots
preparing for the next three weeks : are looking to. defeat are Ohio
of toanumenu.'The Wooster Weskyan. Case Western Reserve,
men s cross country team a season Denison, Kenyon, and possibly
has an come down to one meet: the 'Wittenberg.
NCAC Championship meet This r The Lady Scots Lszd tetter La
wflUJetzrminewhemer or not the ' their meet wfch Ob?r', -I
wer? :
team wul edvance to me Regional :
Chamri- - jlan meet 'The meet that they grabbed sr.
positions." E
takes pLs this Sunday. October
.vi:'
Western Resenre Uni- 5U 1:38) won tL
29th at
Cleveland. 'The team . Michelle Poole
versity
r Julie Heck '97 (1
wi3 be leaving Wooster on Satur-.
a
:
'faring wefl.
Cleveland, and racing on Sunday were Ellen Freen
at noon.' Coach Rice and me team MoHy Metr 97 C
DAVE WALKENHORST
JULIE HECK Suites cs.

.1v

-

S3

f$:

Football

5t

Men's Soccer

;24-33.Th-

.

'-t-

5"

'-

pbotobrLUQEN HOLMES

Us Cress Country off to a quick start against Oberiin"'

LcJy

--

.osslJy 97 (9th) and Beth SheU
' :(HtIi).ThisSandaytheNCAC
smrjionsbips win be held at Case
,estem. The ladies are favored to
"in and should easily qualify for

ii

Kickin

Men's sdccifurtz&
Despite thedipping temperatures,
the Men's soccer team is ending its
lf95 season red hot After knock-

2-- 0.

--

ing off Kenyon on October 18. the
Scotshavewonthefrtwogsmesihis
week beating Denison last Saturday
and besting Ohio; Dominican, on.
Tuesday and
.500 mark for.Oe sr--v CN?
Last&3&y if CarVlUe Field,
amidst horiendouafiayiag condH
tions involv&g frigid temperatures '

ffiffedntanedTOb&fou

.

ThispahencefrustnuedDenisonand
made the game much more physical. The Scots stayed tough and
played weu m the win.

cbtridxaThe
Pkrce"9? irf nxft ball work by
:

MaaDadzfe96. Dadziereceived
the.ball-whilPierce made a
e

crossfield run from his right half

M

back position. Dadzie drew two
defenders with his dribbling ahflity
and then passed it to Pierce who
proceeded to beat the Denison
keeper with "a chip shot
- Wooster scored their second goal
of the game by capitalizing on a
golden opportunity when Adam
Cornett 98 was tripped in the pen- alry box after beatinghis man badly,
rewttingmapendtykick. The kick
was taken by Mike Sesteli99, who
converted the kick. This goaf put
the Scots up 20 and that's aU ihey

--

omen's Soccer

"'fel

NC'JC

10-7- -1,

3-- 4)

Wooster 1
Reserve 2, Wooster 0

Zmington

Information compiled by. Vfc.
;
'

"

-

v',?'

--

St'

- mm

.Ueyball
j

U7-1-7,

NCAC

4-- 4)

' Case Reserve def.

Wooster

Wooster def.Ear!ham
Denison def. Wooster

victories

needed to beat the Denison squad.
The Scots carried their two game
winning streak into another home
match on Tuesday. Their momenr
turn kept going with a 1 win over
the Panthers of Ohio Dominican.
The weather again factored into the
game with cool temperatures and
high wind, which significantly
ok plsying style oflxxh teams.
In this game, Wooster took advantage of opportunities and scored
three goals.
The Scots completely dominated
the first half of play. They combined good baU control with short
passes and long bfdls that produced
seneral scoring pppaiunhics. Their
first goal came afteracharging foul
was called ajiipst Ofw rvy"cft"
in the middle of their penalty box
are, Ohio Porn ink'an set up a 6 man
wall, but this did not stop Bob
Leonard 96 from scoring,
3--

al-ter-

f iwuwt'shanl waitt-hig- h
v-.-

1

me Regional CharnpcAfpsmtn
weeks,

omoetii ion

and precipitation, the Scots dominated an aspects of the game and
beat conference rival Denison
Wooster played very weU as a learn

3-- 4)

::,
Wooster 2, Denison 1
Vooster 3, Ohio Dominican 1

ftgWri

ey

en

JOE ALLEN

NCAC

(9--8.

-

--

4-- 2)

Wooster 17, Eariham 15

.

:

NCAC

(4-- 3,

shotrico-

ed

3-- 2.

3-- 2

.

3-- 0

Field Hockey
(7-5--

2,

NCAC 4--4)

Wooster 3; Denison 2
Kenyon 2, Wooster 1 (ot)
Crosscountry
Oberlin Meet
Women: 1st
Men: 2nd

Men's Blacksheep RFC
(3-- 0)

No game this week
Women's Blacksheep RFC
(P--3)

Kenyon 12 , Blacksheep

-

0

by VOICH STAPPy

i

Despiteonh; being bo
at half-time, the score does not reflect the
level of dominance Wooster msia- tained rhroughout ;They continu- aay kept Ohio Donunican on the
nsa and control the nntJfyin. This
did not aSow the Panaers to produce any meaningfid offensive op- -'
portunities and gave Wooster die
hand for the half. In addition.
ur
1- -0

noiif

0

I

I

Mr. Ed'iaia try V I
Large Pizta, onty $8.99

.Freerinkw

;

thePanthersstartittggoaDceeperlefl
the game wkh a leg injury incurred
a collision with Erik Zaugg "96
with ISA) kfl to play in the half.
However', the replacement keeper
did a fine job coming up with some
After controlling the firsthalfand
the first eight minutes of the second

I

FT FT

WANTED!
Individnali, Student

to promote
BREAK '96.

Orga-nizatiomaiidSi-nall

Groups

SPRING
!

Call the Nation's Leader,
Programs
Inter-CaizBT- us

http:vwwicpt.com
1-00-327-6013
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Football Wins Again!

Friday, October 27, 1995

:

Scots climb above 00 forfirst time this decade
Boardmaa96(12and5yxrds)and
Tim Gargasz 96 (9 yards). Finally,
J odd scored from one yard oct on a
oust let back keeper. Marty added
the extra point to pot die Scots up

Another pae, anufliei wio far
the Wooster Hghtmg Scot Football
team. The defense repelled another
late drive by the opponent, allowing
the Scots to defeat Eariham
last Saturday. The Soot offense
straggled with a combination of
wind and poor cot ut ion playing
roles. The win was a team win win
special teams, defease, and the offense all contributing to the victory.
The game started well for the
Scots pre ruling Eariham from
gaining a fast down cm their first
drive. The Scots took over and
moved the ban to the Eariham 13
only to tnra the ball over as the
Quaker defense rocketed through
the line as Jeff Elser 99 received
the ban. The Scots coold not be
denied, however. After preventing
Eariham from any sort of drive, the
Scots took the ball from theEariham
44 to the Eariham 13 where Brent
Marty 96 kicked a Geld goal to give
me Scots a 3--0 lead. TheQasker
offense was unable to move the ban
against the Scot defense. The result
was a Rghting Scot ball on the
Fartham 38 where they began to
mix ran ntflmwg John Gtaebing
96 and Elser. along with passes
from Rich Jndd '99 to Alex

10-- 0

With the change of fields at the
end of the quarter. Eariham found
themselves with the wind to their
backs. They then managed a drive
starting with 10:41 on their own 47
yard line respiting in a score by
Mark Thompson. However.theScot
defense prevented any more drives
by the Quakers, dcemg the half at

17-1- 3.

10-- 7.

Once again the wind played a key
roll is the Woosters abffity to drive
in the third quarter. The wind was to
their backs and after a good punt, a
solid rirffnffwf stand, and an interception by Sly Slaughter 97. the
Scots found themselves on the
Earlhaai 24. The Scots then put
together a decent drive down to the
Eariham 6, butJodd was intercepted
to kin the Scots scoring chances.
However, on Woosters next possession, J odd atoned for his interception by bitting Boardman with a
14 yard pass, and then two plays
later, a 3 1 yard pass for a Scot score.
Marty added the extra point, giving
the Scots a 17--7 lead. However, the
as the quarter ended, the Quakers

began to drive that ended with a
Gkna Taylor 15 yard run. Farthsra
then successfully completed a two
point conversion, prHj f nH'"g
the Scots lead to 5.
However, once again the defense
did its job. Although the Scots
Eariham dose to a score late
in the fourth quale, the defense
rose to the occasion once again. On
fourth and four Thompson's pass
was knocked inromplete,kiIlmg any
Eariham hopes of a victory.
The win brings the Wcosaer lighting Scots to 4--3 on the season and
Coach Jim Barnes
was pleased with his team's performance, noting that although there
were some negatives, it is important
tofocus on the positives. A continually improving defense sealed the
17-1-

al-lo-

wed

4-2mthe-

NCAC

win. Although rheoffense straggled,

it was able to score the points needed
for the victory.
This weekend looks to be a tough
challenge for the Scots as ADegh-en- y
comes toJohn P. Papp S tadnan.
Allegheny has tost only once this
season, coming against Wktenberg.
Barnes noted that since that Toss the
Allegheny team has started to geL
Barnes believes that the Scots win
fare better than against Wittenberg.
ball to win. Kickoff is at 130 pjn.

1

1

LlKSZANNOra

it)

II

Lgn Fmf ? tk

gi

afw t

photo by LVCXBN HOLMES

Women's Soccer Trips
Through Schedule:
Close games haunt Lady Scots
of 2--1.

ERICA FRIEDMAN
It has been an intense couple of
weeks for the Lady Scots soccer
team, who lost by only one point m
two out of their three past games
and by two points in the third. Last
Saturday, the Lady Scots faced
Wilmington at home, which ended
in ynfor close, disappointing loss

The goal was completed by

DameOe Bwighmaa 99, who now
wita
has a total of four goals

ak2

MeiaAh&l

iCiiXKII20,4S$fc
98. Despue the loss. Lady Sect goalies. Dense Drescher 97 and Le&h
Dwyer "99. bad successful games,
collectively saving eleven attempts

m goal This leaves the Lady Scots
with an overall record of

10-7-- L

Thk'weekVgame against Cass

Field Hockey Splits Without Star Player

Western Reserve was particularly
frusrating as the Lady Scots dominated a good portion of the game,
but suffered another 'unsuccessful
The' Lady Scots
oetcome of .'
became more aggressive after the
first, goal cgaiast them' was com- dieted in the. first part bf the first
half. The offensive team attempted
many shots. Some particularly close
were attempted by Megan
Mueller 99 andReganTurner 96.
At the sane tinier thedefensWe team
Was successful at keeping the ball
up field most of utegarnc.lJnfofto-- ;
nately.the (earn, was unable tocom-ptet- e
any shon desjiie iH their ef--'
two
discouraging 4Com:aafcg3a!s by
s
lost
CaseJrfcstexnVtte
--

KUNAL SINGH

The College

ond period. The Lady Scots increased the lead further when Hinke
Sigmund '99 took advantage of a
loose ball around the Denison
circle. The Red Raiders get within
one goal with 4:00 left when Ay lie
Ftfer scored. Both teams were
preuy much on level terms in the
statistics column. Wooster had
1 1 shots on goal and a total of 10
penalty corners. Denison had 9
shots on goal and 1 1 penalty corners. Susannah Sprang made
three saves for the Scots. The
ladies now stand at
for the
season. In last Saturday's game

of Wooster

Women's field hockey team held
on for a narrow 3--2 victory over
Denison this Monday. This was
the team's first home outing without star player Katie Doyle 96 and
thus the victory is even more significant. Doyle was injured in the
Sects previous game and remains
questionable for the remainder of
the season. Denison was the first
to get itself on the scoreboard when
Ashley Windsor scored with 3 1:21
to go in the first period. However
the lead was only momentary with
Katie Ewig '97 evening things

2-0-

'

t

2--

up about three minutes later.
Ewig was to score again with
rem lining in the first pe4
riod. Eight minutes into the sec

Ken yon.
This week the Scots finish the
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